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The
Home Office
Draft
The performance specification for 27MHz FM and 934 MHz FM

Citizens band radio equipment shall not
contain facilities for transmission of radio
frequencies other than those listed above,
and those contained in MPT.
Single channel equipment may be tested
on anyone of the approved channels.
Multi-channel equipment shall beequipp
ed to operate at the centre, and the
upper and lower limits of the frequency
range over which channel switching is
possible.

1.2 Permitted effective radiated
power

The output radio frequency power of the
equipment is limited to 4W. With the
antenna permitted for use with the equip
ment this gives an effective radiated
power of 2W.
If an antenna is mounted at a height
exceeding 1Om the licence will require a
reduction in transmitter power of 10dS.
To enable the user to accomplish this
easily the equipment manufacturer should
provide as a standard accessory an alten
uator having a nominal attenuation of
10dS, which may be purchased by the
licencee.

1.3 Operating frequencies
The equipment shall provide for trans
mission and reception only of frequency
modulated emissions on one or more of
the following radio frequency channels:

In our May issue last month we told
you that the draft was due soon, and that
with all things, bureaucratic time meant
very little, we had naturally hoped to
include the rough specification in that
issue but, alas, time was not on our side.

The rough draft was delayed and event
ually arrived via slightly devious channels
on our desk just before the bank holiday
a neatly timed ten days after the May
issue was already on the press, neatly
timed by fate or HMG who knows!

The Drafts for 27MHz &
934MHz

Firstly we should explain that the draft
is twenty-five pages and is as yet not a
firm specification, do not be mislead into
thinking that equipment will appear on
the shelves in a few weeks time. It won't
and can't, this draft could be changed,
although with previous frequencies the
finished specification has rarely differed.

It is released now in this rough form so
that manufacturers can study and ex
amine the equipment and tooling re
quired along with the possible perform
ance and of course financial viability.
Tests can then be carried out under
licence in accordance with this draft to
ensure that the equipment meets the
requirements.

Only then can the rmmufacturer or
importer apply for his licence, if granted
all his transceivers would carry a certif
ication of compliance with the Home
Office specifications, and only then could
the transceivers appear on the British
market.

Queen Anne··s Gate London SWl H gAT

Home Office Radio
Regulatory Department
PerlormanceSpeciffcation
for Angle modulated 27
MHz radio equipment for
use in the Citizens Band
Radio Service
FOREWORD
1. Citizen's Band Radio, a personal two
way radio system, is available for use
throughout the United Kingdom. It oper
ates in the 27 MHz waveband and the
930 MHz waveband.

2. The Wireless Telegraphy Act 1949
provides that no radio equipment may be
installed or used except under the author
ity of the Secretary of State. All citizens
band radio equipment, whether hand
held, mobile or base station, must be
covered by a licence; it is a condition of
this that the apparatus fulfills, and is
maintained to, certain minimum techni
cal standards. This specification sets out
these standards for 27 MHz FM equip
ment; 934 MHz FM equipment is subject
to a separate specification.

3. The manufacturer, assembler, or im
porter of citizens band equipment is re
sponsible for ensuring that the apparatus
conforms with the specification; and any
additional requirements imposed by reg
ulations under the Wireless Telegraphy
Act 1949. Conformity with the required
standards may be established by. tests
carried out by the manufacturer, assem
bler or importer.

1 GENERAL
1.1 Scope of Specification
This specification covers the minimum
performance requirements for angle
modulated radio equipments, comprising
base station, mobile and hand held trans
mitters and receivers or receivers only
and additionally any accessories eg atten
uators, power amplifiers, vehicle adaptors
for optional use with the above for use in
the Citizens Band Radio service.
For all equipments covered by this speci
fication, the nominal separation between
adjacent channel carrier frequencies is
10 kHz.

Channel MHz
1 27.60125
2 27.61125
3 27.62125
4 27.63125
5 27.64125
6 27.65125
7 27.66125
8 27.67125
9 27.68125

10 27.69125
11 27.70125
12 27.71125
13 27.72125
14 27.73125
15 27.74125
16 27.75125
17 27.76125
18 27.77125
19 27.78125
20 27.79125

Channel MHz
21 27.80125
22 27.81125
23 27.82125
24 27.83125
25 27.84125
26 27.85125
27 27.86125
28 27.87125
29 27.88125
30 27.89125
31 27.90125
32 27.91125
33 27.92125
34 27.93125
35 27.94125
36 27.95125
37 27.96125
38 27.97125
39 27.98125
40 27.99125
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1.4 Permitted modulation
Only equipment which employs frequency
orphase modulation and has no facilities
for any other form of modulation will
meet the requirements of this specifica
tion.

1.5 Labelling
The equipment shall be provided with a
clear indication of the type number and
n~m.e of the manufacturer.

1.6 Certification of Compliance
Compliance with this specification shall
be indicated by an authorised mark
stamped or engraved on the front panel
of the equipment.
The mark used to indicate compliance
shall be as shown below:

fCii\ 6mm (min)
~ diameter

Letter and figure height not less than
1mm

1.7 Controls
Those controls, which if maladjusted might
increase the interfering potentialities of
the equipment, shall not be easily access
ible.

Home Office Radio
Regulatory Department
PerlormanceSpecificaHon
of Angle modulated 934
MHz radio equipment for
use in the Citizens Band
Radio Service
FOREWORD
1. Citizen's Band Radio, a personal two-
way radio system, is available for use
throughout the United Kingdom. It oper
ates in the 27 MHz waveband and the
930 MHz waveband.

2. The Wireless Telegraphy Act 1949
provides that no radio equipment maybe
installed or used except under the author
ity of the Secretary of State. All citizens
band radio equipment, whether hand
held, mobile .or. base station, must be
covered by a licence; it is a condition of
this that the apparatus fulfils, and is
maintained to, certain technical standards.
This specification sets out these standards
for 934 MHz FM equipment; 27 MHz FM
equipment is subject to a separate speci
fication.

3. The manufacturer, assembler, or
importer of citizens band equipment is
responsible for ensuring that the appar
atus conforms with the specification; and
any additional requirements imposed by
regulations under the Wireless Telegraphy
Act 1949. Conformity with the required
standards may be established by tests
carried out by the manufacturer, assem
bler or importer, or by a reputable test
establishment acting on his behalf, but in
either case conformity with the specifica
tion will remain the responsibility of the
manufacturer, assembler or importer.

1 GENERAL
1.1 Scope of specification
This specification covers the minimum
performance requirements for angle

4

modulated radio equipments, comprising
base station, mobile and hand held trans
mitters and receivers or receivers only
and additionally any accessories, for ex
ample power amplifiers, attenuators,
vehicle adaptors for optional use with
the above for use in the Citizens Band
Radio service.

For all equipments covered by this speci
fication the nominal separation between
adjacent channel carrier frequencies is
25 kHz.

1.2 Permi«ed Effective Radiated
Power

The output radio frequency power of the
equipment is limited to SW for equip
ment which has terminals forconnection
of a separate antenna.
With the antenna permitted fo(use with
this equipment this gives a maximum
effective radiated power of 25W.
For equipment with an integral antenna
the effective radiated power is limited to
3W.

1.3 Operating frequencies
The equipment shall provide for trans
mission and reception or reception only
of frequency modulated emissions on
one or more of the following radio fre
quency channels:

Channel MHz Channel MHz
1 934.025 11 934.525
2 934.075 12 934.575
3 934.125 13 934.625
4 934.175 14 934.675
5 934.225 15 934.725
6 934.275 16 934.750
7 934.325 17 934.825
8 934.375 18 934.875
9 934.425 19 934.925

10 934.475 20 934.975

Citizens band radio equipment shall not
contain facilities for transmission of radio
frequencies other than those listed above
and those contained in MPT -,-__
For the purposes of testing, single channel
equipment may be tested on anyone of
the approved channels. Multi-channel
equipment shall be equipped to operate
at the centre, and the upper and lower
limits of the frequency range overwhich
channel switching is possible.

1.4 Permi«ed modulation
Only equipment which employs frequency
or phase modulation and has nofacilities

for any other form of modulation will
meet the requirements of this specifica
tion.

1.5 Labelling
The equipment shall be provided with a
clear indication of the type number and
name of the manufacturer.

1.6 Certification of compliance
Compliance with this specification shall
be indicated by an authorised mark
stamped or engraved on the front panel
of the equipment.
The mark used to indicate compliance
shall be as shown in Fig.1.

@ 6mm(min)o diameter

Le:tttti and figure height not less than
1mm.

1.7 Controls
Those controls, which if maladjusted might
increase the interfering potentialities of
the equipment, shall not be easily access
ible.

Irish Citizens Band
Citizens Band Radio (CB) is to be legal

ised on 27 MHz FM. This was announced
by the Minister for Posts & Telegraphs
for IreJand, Mr. Albert Reynolds T.O., who
said that he intended publishing full de
tails of the new licensing regulations
shortly.

The Minister said that broadcasting on
the new system will operate at 27 MHz,
using frequency modulation (FM). The
maximum permissible output for trans
mitters, which may have 40 channels,
will be 4 watts.

A twc-yeartransition period is envisaged
to allow existing Amplitude Modulation
equipment (AM) to be phased out.

Once the phasing out period begins,
the importation of AM equipment will be
made illegal.

The Minister said that he acknowledged
the growing interest by young and old in
CB radio throughout the country and
that he believed.that the new regulations
would enable the activity to develop in
an orderly fashion.
Issued on behalf of the Department of Posts & T.,.·
I1nJPh$·

DRAFT

::::::::':""''''--_........-._-
I
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"ATTENTION"
ALL TRADERS

MAKE SURE YOU GET YOUR NEW MONTHLY MAGAZINE

CB TRADE
IS PRODUCED

MONTHLY WITH
A FULL COLOUR

COVER, A4 FORMAT
SIMILAR TO CB RADIO

EXACTLY ONE YEAR AFTER
CB RADIO MAGAZINE FIRST
BECAME AVAILABLE WE
AREHAPPYTOANNOUNCE
THE RELEASE OF CB
TRADE, THE FIRST FULL
COLOUR PRODUCTION
TRADE MAG CONTAIN
ING TRADE INFORMA
TION FOR THOSE
ALREADY IN THE CB
FIELD AND THOSE
INTERESTED IN
JOINING THE CB
TRADE.
CB TRADE IS NOT
JUST AN ADVERTISING JOURNAL.
EDITORIAL CONTENT WILL COVER NEW
EQUIPMENT, RETAILERS INDEX, TRADE SPOTS,
NEW RETAILERS, THE LATEST GIMMICKS. WHAT DOES AND
DOESN'T SELL AND MUCH MUCH MORE!

AVAILABLE FREE ONLY TO BONA FIDE TRADERS
FROM CD TRADE MAGAZINE, DRITISH DREAKER RPRODUCTIONS, TUDOR WORKS, DEACONSFIELD ROAD, HAYES, MlDDX, UD4 on

COMPANY NAME _

ADDRESS _

PHONE NUMBER (important for verification) _
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£25·~~
P&P

.5oor-a

COBRA G.T.L.
MAGMOUNT

ANTENNA ALL PRE-WIRED
INSTALLS

IN MINUTES,

FULL BAND £11 95COVERAGE! •
MAX INC~AT.

EFFICIENCY P&P.

POWER MIKE~~~~t~,
'.'"'"'~.".W""~' 11£ 3 95 ~"1 .~&~VAT. "v (t,
COBRA ~- ~
AMPLIFIER' •

BASE - Ii So
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MIKE ')~
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CONTROL.
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MODULATION&
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WE ARE THE MAIN U.K. AGENTS FOR THE FAMOUS
~I.::t c i) C ORElIA8lEll~C'RONICSOESICNC;y.

ILLEGAL ALL OVER £89.95
THE WORLD INe
DIGI·SCAN UFO ELITE VAT
1200 CHANNELS SIDEBAND P&P
400 CHANNELS AM

~~ LEDSolidState
PerformanceMeter £2'95
VIRTUALLY NO POWER LOSS'NOWIRING
OR SOLDERING'FULL INSTRUCTIONS INp~~AT.
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CONVERT YOUR 40ch RIG TO AN

BOchRIG611 ·05.....~ UFO 40 PIGGYBACK INC.
"~ - BOARD VAT.

1y." Square Board will fit inside all rigs pap
Full instructions. Easy to fit.

HOW TO
SELECT &
INSTAll

ANTENNA'S

£3.95
INCL. P&P

£4.95
INCL. P&P

£3.50
INCL. P&P

SLIDE
MOUNT

ONLY

~4~~T.J;J P&P.

CB
ACCESSORIES
YOU CAN BUILD

I

201 DUNSTABLE ROAD,LUTON BEDS
TELEPHONE:(0582) 425722/3

I enclose Cheque/P.O. Payable to
KNIGHT CB SPECIALlSTSfor£ -==--__--=_----.=___
I wish to pay by BARClAYCARD 0 ACCESS 0 tick. :me:l
Card No. LL...LLl...LLl...LLl....LLl-L.Ll--L.J ~~

SIGNATURE

------------------------------> 0TO: KNIGHT CB SPECIALI~TS,201 DUNSTABLE ROAD, LUTON, BEDS. \)
Please send me the following items: . NAME ----; _

1. £ ADDRESS _
2. £

3. £
Use separate sheet if necessary.

Please allow up to 21 days fOr delivery. TOTAL £
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Antennas and
Transmissions on
CD Frequencies

antennas or stacked half
wave colinear omni-direc
tionals. Uni-directional beam
antennas are usually so high
ly directive that it is nec
essary to be able to rotate
them. A typical parasitic beam
for 27MHz by Shakespeare
is shown in fig.3. Such an
tennas are also operated in
horizontal mode particularly
for long distance working.
The radiation pattern of this
antenna and which is also
typical of others of a similar
type, is shown in fig.4. Para
sitic beams of this nature
are often called Vagi an
tennas so named after the
Japanese designer Or. Vagi,
who invented the parasitic
element system.

There are many 'ground
plane' type antennas avaii
able but normally and be
cause of the small physical
length of the radials the radi
ation is usually concentrated
at an angle that has the
effect of reducing the trans
mitted power along a path
parallel to ground. A well
designed ground-plane an
tenna is the ASP Pole Cat
M417 shown in fig.5 distri
buted by Telecommunica
tions Accessories Limited.

Fig. 2: The Dig Jlm 27 Inductively loaded half-wove base sfotlon anfenna
(27MHz).

FIg. 1: The ASP Maoo Slarduster omnl-dlrectlonol

base stotlon anfenna (27MHz).

by F.e. Judd, FISK MIOA. Assoc. IPRE. - Part 8

Typical Antennas for CB Radio
The most used antennas at present are the omni

directional types which are either ground-planes or half
wave dipoles. Whilst the half-wave antenna is the most
simple in terms of function it is not the easiest to match
directly to a typical CB radio transmitter because the
normal feed impedance at the centre of a half-wave is
nominally 72 ohms. Transmitters for CB have an antenna
input/output impedance of 50 ohms and therefore the
feed cable and' also the antenna itself must have the
same impedance. Half-wave antennas used in the
vertical mode can however, be fed at one end Le., at the
bottom when such an antenna is vertical and via an
impedance matching system to provide the necessary
50 ohms match to the transmitter and the feed cable.
Half-wave antennas vary in length at between 17 and 18
feet but can be made physically shorter by inductive
loading so as to make them resonant and therefore
equally efficient. The physical length of ground-plane
types varies according to the length of the radiat section
in terms of wavelength, most being a quarter-wavelength
or approximately 8ft. 6ins., although there are so called
five-eights of a wavelength models and others which are
either inductively loaded or entirely helically wound so
as to simulate resonance.

Base Station Antennas
There are of course literally dozens of different types

to choose from and most are similar in function but not
necessarily in physical appearance. One popular half
wave omni-directional vertical antenna is the ASP Star
duster, model 800 shown in fig. 1 which might be
considered as a form of sleeve matched dipole owing to
its peculiar design. A good example of an inductively
loaded half-wave is the British made Big Jim 27 shown
in fig. 2. This is about 10 feet long and is matched for 50
ohms by a helical stub system at the base. Most base
station antennas are of course for roof top or mast
mounting but being om ni-directional there are few, if
any, that have any directivity gain. In fact all normal half
wave antennas and virtually all ground plane types have
unity gain as already explained in my previous article.
The dipole itself is normally used as a reference by
which the performance of other antennas can be com
pared.

Real antenna directivity gain can normally only be
obtained from parasitic or coli near systems, Le., beam
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Antennas for Mobile Operation
Most antennas for mobile use rely on the ground

plane effect which is provided by the metal body of the
car. Antennas for mobile operalfon aiso have to be
physically short for safety reasons and are therefore
mostly inductively loaded to resonate at a quarter
wavelength. The short iength of such antennas together
with the small ground-plane area of the average sized
vehicle also has the effect of reducing the overall
efficiency and again this problem of radiation at high
angle with respect to ground. Mobile antennas that
function as tuned quarter-wave ground-plane types will
not work on cars or other vehicles such as caravans
made of fibreglass. The same applies to boats made of
fibreglass. Where there is insufficient ground-plane
area, <Is on a motor cycle for example, or when there is
no grou nd-plane area at a!', the oniy suitable antenna is a
physically small 'free-space' inductively loaded type
tuned to operate as a half-wave and provided with a
matching system at the base forthe necessary 50 ohms
impedance match to the transmitter.

Director
Elements

/ '"

...........
Maximum

Oaln
DIrection

Driven
Element

'" Reflector
Element

'"

FJg. 4: The radiation pattem of me beam antenna shown In fig. 3 and which Is
typical of on~nnQS of this nature.

Indoor Base Station Antennas
Whilst there are antennas suitable for indoor use

(some ground-plane types will operate reasonably well
in a loft) results may not be very satisfactory because of
the fairly high attenuation of both transmitted and
received signals caused by brick walls and roof tops etc.
Working ranges are therefore Iiabie to be restricted and
particularly so when roof tops are wet or covered by
snow or frost. Any antenna intended for base station
.operation should preferably be outside as high as
possible and well ciear of walls or any materials that will
conduct for example, metalised roofing, metal water
pipes and guttering. Remember also that antennas
mounted on the roof, or a high mast, could be blown
down by a highwind, so make sure that mountings and
any guy line supports are secure. It would be worth
while to take out insurance against damage to your own
or other peoples property which is quite likely in the
event of a iarge antenna falling from a roof or mast.

Fig. 3: A typical fourelemenf parosiflc beom antenno by 5hokespeore(27MHz).
see also fig. 5.

There are many types of quarter-wave ground-plane
mobile antennas designed foreither magnetic mounting
or car body mounting most of which are well known and
well advertised. There are however, some helically
wound type antennas which are quite efficient, one
being the Firestik Ridgerunner model designed for
bumper mounting or car body mounting and which, for
either application, are available in lengths varying from
2 feet to 5 feet (see fig. 6). Another helically wound type
is the new ASP 'Skinny Minnie'type M516 which is about
4 feet long. Theis antenna can also be side mounted on
a vehicie as shown by the photograph (fig. 8).

CB Radio June 81
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Antennas and
Transmissions on
CB Frequencies
Warning about poor quality antennas

It is not entirely unknown that many antennas being
imported into the UK are of poor quality, or so badly
designed, that they will either not function at all or at
least only very baaly. Most appear to be of Far East
origin and are often poor imitations of designs by well
known and reputabie manufacturers. Be doubtful of any
antenn~ that is offered cheaply even though it may be
labelled 'For CB Use' which could of..course mean
anything or nothing at all. Do not accept "gain" factors
given in dB (decibels) as being absolute. Many manu
facturers are making claims which, in this respect, are
quite impossible. For example, no half-wave antenna
can have gain except over an isotropic and which is
2.14dB. The average ground-plane will normally have
less gain than a half-wave antenna. Parasitic beam
antennas do have real gain factors and average figures
are as follows. A two element beam with one driven
element and one reflector has a gain of about 3 to

I,

I
I

I

Ag.6

Fig. 7

FIg. 6: A neneorly wound Flrestik mobile antenno (27MHz) designed for bumper
mounflng. LengThs very from 2ft fa 5ff.

Fig. 7: The ASP 'Skinny Mlnn!e' hellcolly wound mobile ontenno. Lenglh obout4
feet (27MHz). See fig. e.
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FIg. 8: A novel form of side mount fOr the mobile Skinny Mlnnle shown In rig. 7.

3.5dB. A three element beam with one driven element,
one reflector and one director has a gain of about 4 to
4.5dB. A four element beam which would have one
driven element, one reflector and two directors would
have a gain of 5 to 6dB. The gains quoted are with
reference to a half-wave dipole when this is used as the
unity gain or zero dB reference.

Atthe time of writing this article (February 26th) it was
announced that CB radio would be legalised in the UK
for FM (frequency modulation) only. Many have asked;
will antennas currently being sold for 27MHz CB radio
be suitable for FM transmission? The answer is YES.
The mode of modulation i.e., FM, AM, or SSB is not
affected in any way by the antenna used or by the
frequency of transmission, be it 27MHz or 928MHz.
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* South Coast CB Superstore *
Same Oa 0 t h f) H tt ' 0705 662145 Simply ring quoting your Barclaycard/Accessy espa c. ur 0 me .numberfor immediate despatch of items listed

Base Station Antennas
Starduster/Skylab 6.2 Obs.
Silver Rod 3.8Dbs. . ..
GPA27 Half Wave End Fed 3.20bs.
City Star De·Luxe Base Antenna
Firenze 11 The 'Best' Ant
Alcomm OPA 11 VAVery Popular 40bs.
Avanti 5igma lV .... ..
Avanti PDL 11 Quad Ant. 12Dbs,
Hy-Gain 3 Element Beam, 80bs.
Boomerang Antenna

(Allow £4 Post/Packing on all Ants.)

Mobile Antennas
K 40 Antenna ......
Avanti 6' Moonraker IMag.)
Avanti 4' Moonraker IMag.)
Avanti 6' Moonraker (Std.) .
Avanti 4' Moonraker (Std.) .
Rubber Duck High Quality Antenna
Electric Retr. Antenna... . ..
Retractable Disguise Antenna
Valar 541 SMF 48" Dial-a-Match
Valar 531 SMF 24" Dial-a-Match
Valar 560 60" Warrior (Whip)
Valar 520 60" Half Breed (Whip)
Valor 332 5' Black Magic Rod
Valor 736 5' Road Hog Rod
Valor Antennas complete range in stock.
Turner Signal Kicker SK 910

(Allow £3 PostlPacking on mobile Ants.)

Linears/Pre-Amplifiers
Bremi BRL 31 25 wan Burner
Bremi BRL35 45wan Burner
Bremi BRL 40 70 wan Burner ...
Bremi BRL 200 200w SSBIAM/FM mains operated
Bremi BRL 500 1KW SSB 500w AM mains operated
Skipmaster l00w AM 180w SSB
Skipmaster 150w AM 190w SSB
RP 20 Pre·Amplifier

(Allow £2 PostlPacking on Linears)

Power Mikes
Ham Master 4500 (Base) ...
Ham Master 4200 lBase)
K 40 Power Mike .
American Lollipop Power Mike
Turner Exp. 500 ...
Turner RK 76 ...
7 Volt Baneries ...
Cobra Base (Power Mike)
Cobra Hand (Power Mike)

(Allow £2 PostlPacking on Mikes)

Power Supplies
Bremi 315 amp 13.8v ...

£24.95
£25.95
£21.56
£28.95
£59.95
£24.95
£69.95

£106.26
£59.95
£10.81

£31.00
£49.95
£28.56
£44.92
£21.98
£10.25
£28.87

£8.18
£25.01
£24.15
£17.15
£13.70

£9.05
£12.24

£28.02

£23.80
£37.81
£49.83

£103.40
£333.35
£118.96
£137.00

£16.45

£36.95
£29.00
£31.00
£29.95
£48.9S
£37.77

£2.95
£36.84
£16.31

£14.24

8remi 3/5 amp De-Luxe 13.8v
Bremi 517 amp 13.8v
Bremi 10amp 13.8v

tAllow £1.50 PostlPacking on Power Supplies)

SWR Meters
Model TC 1Basic SWR
Model TC 2 SWRlBasic .... ..
Model TC3 SWR/PowerlField Str.
Model TC4 SWR/PowerIF.S.fMatcher

Antenna Accessories
Retractable Mast 3 mtr.
Retractable Mast 6 mtr.
Retractable Mast 9 mtr.
16' AI 2" diameter poles
20' AI 2" diameter poles
12" Wall Brackets (Pair)
18" Wall Brackets (Pair)
Double Chimney Lashing Kit
3 Way Ant. Switch with dummy load
Dummy Load 30wan
Dummy Load 5 wan
Ferrite Rings .
TVI Filter High Pass
TVI Filter Low Pass
Bremi Ant. Matcher ......
Bremi Power Reducer (for Linears)
Valor 301 Ant. Magnetic Base
Valor 401 Ant. Magnetic Base
Valor SS104 Medium Spring ...
Valor SS 504 Heavy Duty Spring

Send for our full list of Accessories.

(Please telephone for postage before ordering Mastsl

Accessories
PA Horn (Large)
PA Horn (Small)
PA Horn (Small) ...
Mini Extension speaker ...
Headphones with boom mic.
Headphones Telex Std.
Headphones RE 220 Padded
EA 41 Reverb Unit
Slide Mount ...
CB Car Radio Converter 40 channel.

Indoor/Loft Antennas
Mini Boomerang
Whisky Loft Ant....
Stabo Loft Ant.
Mini GP 27 Loft

Receivers
Jaws. Colt. President, Ham International. Hy-Gain.
Please telephone for latest stock situation.

£17.70
£19.98
£47.61

£9.80
£12.42
£19.95
£26.95

£10.35
£20.70
£31.05
£16.00
£20.00

£5.77
£6.80
£5.86
£8.53
£6.80
£1.06
£0.80
£5.50
£6.21
£7.76
£6.80

£12.93
£15.43

£4.73
£6.03

£12.50
£9.22
£5.08
£8.95

£12.9S
£17.95

£7.95
£17.07

£4.95
£10.25

£11.94
£24.95
£29.95
£21.95

We are seeking specialist trade outlets.
Interested retailers contact Mike Devereux.
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Dealing with
Interference
Problems
by E. A. Rule Part 3

c = 5.6PF
L = five turns ot 22 SWG

wound over 'AI inCh
diameter former, the
former is then removed
leaving the coil sel/·
supporting.

R = 1 Meg ohm resistor,

c

c

Circuit of simple high pass filter

L

A

.. 4. --+-----l~_-......~-

Types of Filters
High Pass. This type of filter will pass all frequencies

above a certain design frequency and reject those
which are lower, and is normally filled into the receiver
feeder system close to the actual receiver aerial input
socket. The actual practical form of this type of filter can
take many different forms and a number of examples will
be given. They are reasonably easy to make but there
are commercial types available for those who prefer to
buy a ready made one. If you intend filling one of these
to your neighbour's receiver it is important that the
finished filter looks 'nice', a tally jumble of components
hanging from the back of your neighbour's receiver will
not instill them with confidence' A neat unit will.

coax cable from aeri:ll R

Ends filled with
Araldite.

In tine socket from
aerial

B
.'

plug to
coax cable receiver.

I I

~••••••••.'.'•••••.' ~--'--~:.;.::::.:.:.
/'

Plastic tube, approx V2 inCh dia

Praclicallayoul. Keep all leads short. The final filler could be
filted inside a short plastic tube and the ends sealed with

Araldite, leaving the C03X cable passing through the ends.

c
/

'::oax to set

Braiding
connected to the
Inner of end
of loop

Two separate loops of
coaxial cable placed one
on top of the other and
taped together.

Internal diameter IS
belween ~ and 2', Inches

..
'~~::::=::::::::~he bra,dl'19 at the end

ot tile loop IS not
corlllolctt'd

Fig 4: A Suitable filter for UHF T.V. receiver.

F1g.3: ShOWing construction of the simple filter described in the fext. This filter Is
suitable for Insenlon In me VHF TV bond receiver aerial only.

Let us deal with the older type VHF(405Iine) TVs first.
A simple filter made up out of two loops ofTVfeederwil1
often be ali that is required and the details are given in
Fig 3. This type will couple the TV signal by induction

across the two loops but has effectively broken the TV
feeder from direct connection to the set. In many cases
of interference to these early sets the signal got into the
TV via the outer sheath copper braiding of lhe coax and
into the wiring inside the set. Breaking the feeder stops
this, but the loops allow the wanted TV signal to pass
through. There is some insertion loss to the TV signal but
unless you are in a fringe reception area this should not
be noticeable. A very simple to make filler that is
normally effective. This type is NOT suitable for UHF TV
sets.
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FIg. 5: Typical response of me high pass filter citcuir.

fig. 7

inner part of all three joined.

Braiding of all
three joined.

Flg.S

Sometimes a combination of two different types of
filter will work better than one or even two of the same
type.)\ word of warning, Ferrite is brittle and should not
be subjected to sharp knocks etc.

Apoint worth mentioning here is that wherE\.a TV aerial
booster amplifier is in use (normally at the top of the
mast) it may be necessary to fit a filter to its input as well
as one close to the set. Fitting one to the input of the
mast head amplifier will be difficult but if it is done the
filter MUST be weather proof. Make sure also that any
power supply feeding the mast head amplifier is not
disconnected in any way. These normally supply power
to the mast head amplifier via the coaxial feeder, this
means that any filter must go between the TV set and
feeder (its proper place anyway) and not between the
point where the power supply connects and the aerial,
see fig.7. The ferrite ring type of filter will not cause any
proolems of this type and can safely be installed at any
point along the feeder, however the best place is next to
the set aerial socket or input to the mast head amplifier-

The reader may be wondering at this stage why these
filters work when all they seem to do is isolate the feeder
cable from the set. The reason is that in the average TV
aerial installation the down lead from the aerial acts like
a vertical ground plain at frequencies around 14 to 30
MHz, by effectively 'breaking' this lead we prevent it
acting as a receiving aerial at the transmitter frequency
and injecting a very iarge signal into the TV. These
simple filters provide a very high impedance to the lower
frequencies used by the transmitter but only minimum
loss at the TV frequencies they are designed for. They
are also very effective in preventing signals in the 80
metre amateur band switching colour TV sets to Black
and White due to blocking the local colour generator.

Trap Filters
These consist of a length of coaxial cable cut to a
special length and then haVing one end connected to
the receiver or transmitter feeder and the other end left
'open circuit'. Allhough they are simple to make they are
very troublesome to adjust and may also act at multiples
of the frequency they were cut for. This type of filter is
best left to the 'experts' and will not be fully dealt with'
here. Howeverforcompleteness, fig8 shows an example
of one which is tunable over the range 27 to 30 MHz.
The type of cable used will effect the required length
and the length given is oniy a guide.

Small airspaced trimmer of around 3 10 30PF 10 allow stub to be luned 10 required
frequency. In practice this may not be required if coax is adjusted in length on actual
signal by sliding the Du/er braiding back from the end of the inner. The 0.65 is an
average constat for the velocity lactof of coaxial cable. as this may vary between
different types of cable, the tina/length of the slub may need adjusting slightly.

approx 450 MHz.

.UHF TV Band of frequencies.

approx 40MHz.

40dB

Insertion Loss.

2 to 3
dB

Dealing now with UHF TV receivers, a suitable filter is
shown in fig 4. This effectively breaks the feeder
connection similar to our VHF one and also provides a
reasonably sharp cut off below about 450MHz as
shown in fig 5. In constructing this type of filter, all leads
must be as short as practical and the lead from the filter
to the TV normally not more than a few inches in length,
although sometimes this type of filter works better a
couple of meters away. This type is NOTsuitable forVHF
TV sets. In severe cases of interference two of these
filters in series may be better, however there is some
insertion loss and in fringe areas the extra loss of TV
signal may not be acceptable.

Another type of filter which can be used on VHF
radios, TVs, and UHF TVs. is shown in fig 6. This is very
simple and simply consists of winding the receiver aeriai
feeder around a ring of ferrite. Suitable ferrite rings only
cost a couple of pounds or less at the time of writing and
with such simple construction this type of filter is well
worth a try. The ferrite rings can be obtained from T&T
Electronics, who also market other types of filters. This
filter is a WIDEBAND type suitable for mains filtering as
well, in this case the mains cable is wound through the
ferrite ring instead of the feeder cable. It can also be
used for Hi-Fi speaker leads and or pickups etc. This will
be dealt with again in the section dealing with Hi-Fi
interference problems later on. The filter works by
preventing the inphase interference currents from
passing through but letting the out of phase TV signals
pass without loss.
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Dealing with
Interference
Problems

They are best constructed in a metal box with suitable
sockets for terminating the connections. They can be
set up by fitting them into the aerial lead of a receiver that
covers the transmitter frequency and tuning for maxi
mum rejection and then transfering the filter, without
changing the tuning, to the receiver which has the inter
ference problem. However, if the interfering signal is
being picked up on the feeder braiding this type of filter
may make the problem worse,

TV set
High pass filler
lilled close: to sel

high pass tiller If
fitted.

mast head amplifie,.

coa~ial cable down lead.
also carries power supply
10 amplifier.

maSt head amplifier power supply. ~ L "

Senes woed. ATe

L & C ale adjusted to resonate at the desired frequency.

Trap Filters
This type of filter consists of a simple tuned circuit
connected in series with the receiver and tuned to the
frequency it is desired to reject. There are two types, the
series, and the parallel. Fig 9 gives example of these.

For the range 25 to 60 MHz L would be 10turnsof 18 $WG enam, wound on a *
inch diameter formed and about 1 Inch long. The C would bea variable type 0'
around 75PF maximum capacity.
In certain cases this type of filter can make the problem worse, see text.

Flg.9: Series and parallel trap fillers.

Next month we will consider the Low Pass Filter.

ACRYLIC V-NECK SWEATERS BELTS· PLEASE STATE WAIST
PLEASE STATE QUANTITY & LOGO. MEASUREMENT ANO OUANTITY

BLACK RED PL!"N

SIZE A B CAB C SIZE IBLAcKIBROWN!NATURAL

I------"S:L/,l!36L+-+-+-l_I--+---l ANTIQUED FINISH

1-.!~~:.:1:;~!!.-jI--I--HH.......jHSIZEIBRQWNINAVY IRED IGREEN

~X,:,L/..:'4.'::21..:'4::4 LL..L..L..L---l.-IHandleS Req.
Childrens' details on re uest.

14

I enclose cheque/P.G. for £:=cc-,..,--::--::
made payable 10 C. J. AGENCIES, 59 Burlon Rd,
Coton-in-the-Elms, Burton-on-Trent. Tel. 0283 761119
Signature Date. .
Name _
Address _

PLEASE SEND DETAilS OF SElT SUCKLES Tiek 0
VAT REG. No. 127015504
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CALLING ALL C.B. ENTHUSIASTS
Wholesale prices direct to the public
Compare Our Prices with Other Retail Shops

TRADE ENQUIRIES
WELCOME

QUICK REPAIR SERVICE AVAILABLE
48 HOURS

Telephone:
Chelmsford 87698

FREE ADVICE TO ANY BREAKERS
WITH TECHNICAL PROBLEMS

Co-axial AG58U ••••••••••22p per metre
Co-axial RG8 .0 sap per metre
K40 Powermikes •••••••••••••••• £29.70
Turner Powermikes ••••••••••••• £19.25
Cheap Powermikes from •••••••• £: 5.75
Extension Speakers £: 4.50
Burners from ••••••.•.•••••••••••• £23.00
Slide Mounts ••••••••••••••••••••• £: 3.75
Pre-amp •••••••••••••.••••••.•..•• £14.95
Complete suppression kit •••••• £11.95
PL259 £ 0.55

Full Range
Flre.tlk Antenna

Rig. alway. In .tock
FM/AM Switches fitted £25

Viceroys Midland, Sharp,
Ham Int, Major, Highgain

5's, President, Adams, Fanon
Fanfairs, Format 120's,

Tirstar 747's Concordes

DV27 £ 4.50
MS 264' 5 & 610'5 disguised

aerials •.••••..•..•..•..••.•..•.. £23.50
Hirshman (with SpUtter) •••••••• £17.50
PA Horns ••••••••••••••••••••••••• £ 5.25
SWR Meters •••••••••••••••••••••• £ 6.99
Splitter,Box £: 6.00
CB Receiver •.••••..•.•..••.•..•.• £ 9.25

COMPUTER PHONE
Calculator, alarm, re-dial, digital readout
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• £134
FREEDOM PHONE
Various models £112
FLIP PHONES £28.00
NOVELTY PHONES FROM £28.00
CONVI DECO PHONES ••••••• FROM £28.95
MEMORY PHONE 31 numbers, auto dial
........................................ FROM £S5.OO
Phone for our Free Demonstration in your own home or office

HIRE SERVICE AVAILABLE
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS

FOR OFFICES
Please 'phone for full details

CHELMER
CB ACCESSORIES

50 DUKE STREET, CHELMSFORD. TEL. 87698 & 351359
AN APPROVED TANDY AND MURA AGENT

MONDAY· SATURDAY· 1006pm SUNDAY· 1001 pm (Late night Thursday till8pm)
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

&i JUST GIVE US A CALL
w
Z
o
Z
A.
W...
W......._--------_...
!E~!
(El
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DXQSL
International
Club Spot
The Sunshine State QSL Swap Club of Queensland.

Hi again, Charlie Hotel faithfully repor
ting for duty and bringing you another
OSL club. I have been DX'ing for quite
some time now but I still get asked by
elitist or pure sideband OX groups "why
do you bother collecting swapped QSL
cards? Surely you know that a QSL card
is meant only to verify a radio contact
and should not be handed out willy nilly".
It's not that I mind the question, it's
straight forward enough and to some
well worth asking, it is only when it's
asked in an arrogant or scornful manner
that I begin to resent it. To them I end up
replying "So what?". The way Ilook at it is
si'ople if you want to be a purist and
really fussy about CB, then I reckon it's
worth considering hanging up your boots
and turning to Amateur Radio. After all,
CB is a fun radio, it can be used light
heartedly even if talking across the world,
let's not get too serious about it. When all
is said and done QSL card collecting is a
nice, harmless, pleasant hobby and I bet
Jam not the only one who loves to put
silly rubber stamps all over the place!

Well enough of this martyrdom, if I am
not carefuJ I will end up being a "serious,
dedicated purist DX-QSO only QSL".

The Sunshine State
QSL Swap Club

Right, without futher ado it's time to
behave myself. At long, long last the
elusive Australian QSL club is being
turned over for review by the "Charlie
Hotel Heavy Mob".

The cJub we're looking at this month is
the "Sunshine State QSL Swap Club of
Queensland", in my opinion, one of Aus·
tralia's premier QSL clubs.

Its location is Marlyborough, a small
rural industrial city, with a population of
about 25,000, situated about 20 miles
from the East Coast of Queensland (all
this and a Geography lesson).

The club is run by Graham Habler and
his wife Elaine.

I'm not certain if the delightful female
on Grahams card is Elaine or not, but the
drawing is something else. Graham and
Elaine have six children, two boys and
four girls. Incidentally, I hope this little
fact will disprove once and for all, all

16

~.,

, UlII1112 S.S. 001

Founder 8nd President;

Gfitham Habler.
pO. Bolt 260.
MarvborOugh
Queensland. 4650.

Ausuaha.

OAV-- 514

llOt ••

SUNSHINE
STATE QSL
SWAP CLUB Of
QUEENSLAND

'"8

"Speedy
Gonzales"

QSL 100%. a1/ cards
:~h fu/l name. address
and lIcensed ca/lslgn
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A very interesting spin off that Graham
has introduced is his guaranteed 100%
aSL list.

This is a list of names and addre.ssesof
Radio Enthusiasts who have given their
word that they wili aSL 100%. On receipt
of a signed and dated QSL card clearly
showing a full name and QSL address
you may then be placed on this !isLU was
originally intended for Australian and New
Zealand CB'ers only, but after a number
of requests was extended to include any
and all countries.

Incidentally, when Graham says radio
enthusiasts, he really means radio enthus
iasts. His list includes CB operators,
amateur radio operators and even short
wave listeners. In fact, anyone who has a
QSL card to send provided they guarantee
to aSL 100%.

Having said all this, should Graham
receive any complaints against anyone
listed, who after a reasonable time has
failed to keep their word and return a
card, they're struck off the list, pronto!
No, actually just glancing at the list, I
noticed some very interesting swaps,
one example is:-

Paul Chan, SS Unit 244,
"Echo Charlie",
P.O. Box 8547,
Sham Shul p.a.,
Hong Kong.

How about a QSO with him then, that
would certainly be a QSL to take pride of
place. Summing up, the Sunshine State
is a good club run in a professional,
conscientious manner by its founder and
president - Graham Habler.

Graham is a keen QSL card collector
and swopper. He is most certainly a 1-4
1 100% er and this attitude rubs off onto
most Sunshine State members.

The Sunshine State QSL Swap Club of Queensland
Star Rating

v•• Fair ThirdDX GSl Star Rallng Flrat Second Rate No
Cl••• Cia••

1 World Recognition *2 Distribution *3 aSL Response Time *4 Club Stamp *5 Club aSL Cards *6 OX Unit Number *7 Wall Certificate *8 ID Card *9 Club Roster *10 Club Patch/Badge *11 DX Log Book *12 Club Accessories *13 Club Information *14 Tourist Information *15 Cassette Swap *16 Club Postage *17 Life Membership *18 Discount XYl Membership *19 Value for Money *20 Overall Presentation *
Total Sta' Rating 14 Special aSL List

those CB widows moans and groans that
CB stops us fellows from leading a normal
life! I wonder if this has anything to do
with Grahams OX call sign - Poppa Romeo.

PRINTSHOP
01-8489241

CUSTOM
CHARLIES
QSLCARDS
~t\\\\

I every order
for customised QSL Cards: ' ')
A CUSTOM CHARLlE C.B LOG BOOK td 
& WORLD MAP!."

{~~
Charlie's Handle Cards,
Hot Foiled on Gloss Card:
£~£ 8.50 per 100'"
TO COMMEMORATE THE ROYAL WEDDING
Lady Diana & Prince Charles
Souvenir Cards in full Colour
£ 8.95 per 100+p&p

* Offer valid until September 30th 1981

PRINl.SHOP 14 Coldharbour Lane, Hayes, Middx.

Address ........•.

Name.

Imput 240V/50HZ
Output 13.8 Volt
3amp Continuous 5amp surge
5amp Continuous 7amp surge
3/5amp £10.50
517amp £15.00

Add £ 1.00 for Post and Packing
Trade enquiries invited

To: Direct Mail Order Co.
3, The Parade,
Church Road,
Bishopsworth. Bristol
Please supply:

...... 3/Samp Power Supply at £10.50 each

. Snamp Power Supply at £IS.oo each ..

Add £1.00 post and packing on each unit

Cheque/Money order enclosed.

JUST ARRIVED
A LARGE CONSIGNMENT OF

POWER SUPPLIES
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10-4
Day
Friday okay, Saturday not bad, Sunday too small!

Once more CB'ers managed to prove that the rules
just don't apply.

Exhibition contractors will tell you as they did us that
Friday is a reasonable attendance day. Saturday is the
busy day and Sunday is normally quiet. Eight months
ago when the exhibition was being arranged, I would
have agreed, infact judging by attendances at demon
strations and rallies then, there was always the possi
bility that very few people would turn up at all.

Naturally organising any exhibition is a gamble but as
the show was not intended to make a profit, we went
ahead. At the time we had a monthly circulation of
twenty thousand copies and we seriously wondered if
the venue would be too big!

Infact the weekend before April 10th there had been
an exhibition at Sandown which had less than fifteen
hundred breakers turn up in its two daysl So our fears of
an empty venue were not as unfounded as one might
think.

Snowballed
Need we have worried. as the first British magazine it

was indeed. a shame that we lacked the finance nec
essary to hire Earls Court. Instead our first exhibition
had to be smaller than we would have eventually liked.
The simple truth was CB in Britain had snowballed and a
venue we had worried about filling soon became full.
leaving us to worry about unfilling it!

Friday - Day One
Quite simply from the moment the doors opened at

9.30 a.m., there were breakers waiting. The show was
actually open from 9.30 a,m, till 8.30 p.m., but by five
thirty the numbers had thinned to a mere handful.

Saturday - Day Two
Having seen some of Fridays turnout we were beginn-

The photograph below was taken on sunday at the height of the queue, Now who says CDers don't exist, Wouldn't it be
nice to have seen this sort of turn out at a demonstration.
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PRIZE WINNERS

Hitachi Radio
A lhree band lW·MW·FM Car Rad.o

was donated by H,lachl vIa Sound Around.
114 Ru,shp Road. Greenlord. Moddx..01·
5735030.

The wInner IS tocket No. 13382, Mr
Wallmg. WI$be<:h.

Clarion Stereo
Speakers

AClatoonspeakerSYSlemswasdonated
aga,nvla$oundAround. 114 ROlshpRoad.
Gleenlord. MKklA 01-573 50S0.

The wInner IS lIckel No. 00506, B. E
ThereQge. Soulhampton

The holiday 'or4 wllswonand accepled
by Mr J W,lco.l,ckel holder 1'40.10188
IromChepSIOW. Gwenl Theweekendwas
al -Petran Sands HOliday VIUage-. May
81h. 9lh and 10th ,no was organIsed by
lhe 21 Breake,s Clob

A Free Holiday
Weekend

Hy Gain Base Mobile
A Hy Gall' Base Mobile 80 channel HI &

Low lranscelyer donaled l:Iy O.C.T was
also on oUer and goes to I,ckel holder No.
01700, MS. T Davln.letceSler

Side Band for the
furthest

The three lucky winners 01 11 nIce new
Cobra 146 GTL supplied cout1esy or lucky
Numbers. 62 East Avenue. Hayes. MIddx.
01·5734848 are listed below

No.03502 No.O,413 Ho. Ot 178
Mr M. KmghlMr N. W,nte.M. J Hallell
NOr1hamplon W/Yorkshue Devon

To claim YOIl' poze s,m,nr phone us linO
lden"')' yourselfand we Will Mher de$pillch
Or post Of yOIl can colleer Alternallvely
you can warllor a lep" 27 FM Sel

Side Band Rig Winners

People came 10 lhe elthlbohor'l hom~
whe.e IhroognoUI Bnta,n. the malO"'Y of
IOfe,pn VISItors we.e manulaelure.S, ex'
po<le.s o. trade,s IInd we had to extlude
thelt entry 10 this contest. QUIte honeslly I
lh,nk lhey already have enough "gs on
Japan'

The wInner ollhe Colonel 120 channel
Uppel & Lowel SIdeband no supplied
courtesy 0' Conne.,ons. 8 Furrow Way.
Cannon lane. Malder.head. Be,ks.1062
88214338, was a young lady Irom Aos·
tralla Ms. J Wilson I,om Melboufne. Aus'
l,alla. the ploof 'eQuored was duly proy<ded.
one al/hne llckel Yal,d fo, the week ollhe
show

"Who says there's no CB'ers?"
For those enthusiasts who came on the Sunday

9xpecting an all day eyeball or fair as previous events
have been, it was undoubtedly a disappointment, espec
ially for those that travelled some distance only to find
the exhibition packed or a seemingly endless queue.

However as the greater majority of breakers that did
arrive were all for AM it has proved one thing to the
public and officials. CB'ers are in abundance, as Disco
One remarked, "It's a shame that all who came to the
exhibition couldn't make the effort for a demonstration
because if they had, there would be no AM - FM
argument".

Sunday - Day Three
After the madness of the Saturday rush when every

body had decided to descend on us at mid-day, we were
thankful that Sunday would be much quieter! Not so, for
although the exhibition was only open from 10 a.m. till
4.30 p.m. everybody, but everybody, had decided Sun
day was the day to come. Sunday for us became a night
mare, the refreshments van we had requested to attend
had been refused permission to operate and the hotel
just could not cater for the number. Then the police
started to turn people away once more because of the
quantity of vehicles now converging on the airport. The
only saving grace, police-wise was unfortunately the
Brixton riot, if it is at all possible that such a disasterous
happening can have a good side effect. Ironically if the
riot had not taken up the greater majority of police time,
the show would no doubt have been closed totally by
the police.

Conclusion
For the exhibitors it was on the whole a good show

with a more than excellent turnout. On the Friday trade
visitors came from as far away as Japan, Australia,
Canada and America.

For the organisers it was a practical example of the
quantity of enthusiasts and what was really required.

For the news media it created a considerable amount
of interest, indeed several journalists dashed back to
their office wielding photos of the crowd and declaring

ing to worry about the numbers that could turn up, and
have to queue. After all Saturday is the day. or at least
we had been told it always was the day, when everyone
would come. Once more the exhibition was full until
around 6.00 p.m.
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Bernie Shaw,
Citizens Band Registration Servir;e

Nationwide,
45, Cross Close,

NewQuay,
Cornwall.

."'
L \'·<~:... -.,1~";·"~"~..,~c:....------- J

it best to see if the service actuallyg0t off
the ground and looked like being value
tor money. As it has now been opera
tional since February, we think you're in
with a good chance, so if you wish to
know more phone NewQuay 77372 or
write to:-

Security of any vehicle is always a
problem, that attractive looking stereo
mounted on the dash can often entice an
unwanted admirer. Theft from a motor
vehicle is a crime which takes place on
average in the metropolitan police area
seven times every five minutes. The basis
for such figures is compiled by the police
and includes only those thefts which are
reported.

Most breakers are reluctant to report
the loss of a CB, fearing that they would
only end up placing themselves in a
compromising situation, thus many CB
transceivers are at present stolen and no
report of the theft is made.

This makes the illegal CB'er an easy
target for the thief, on many instances
transceivers have been removed from
vehicles along with antennas and access
ories, leaving behind a perfectly good
stereo system.

Obviously in such instances the thief is
aware of CB, even if he is not an enthus
iast himself he must have contacts which
are, so that he can unload the transceiver.
Thus within a few days the stolen trans
ceiver may be in the hands of a new
breaker, who will have purchased without
thinking for one moment that it was
recently stolen.

Nationwide Registration
Sometime ago a breaker known as the

Songwriter informed us of his intention
to combat this theft. His aim is to register
every illegal sel in Britain to an area, a
breakers handle and a club if applicable.
By doing so, the purchaser of a possibly
suspect unboxed or used CB could verify
that the seller was the rightful and reg
istered owner, simply by checking with
the registration service.

This is an admirable idea and one
which could certainly help prevent theft
from within CB enthusiasts circles. How
ever, Bernie Shaw 'The Songwriter' has
taken this a stage further by negotiating
with the National police force to trace
and record stolen transceivers. This liaison
with regional police areas is already
showing promise, one chief constable
from the South of England said "I am
obviously interested in your s.ervice and
can see that there is scope for mutual
assistance in the field of stolen eQuip
ment". Similarly other forces ar ..... show
ing a favourable interest in this scheme.

The registration fee is £: 1 and this is
one of the main reasons we delayed
printing this article, basically we thought
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85 ASH HILL ROAD
ASH, Nr. ALDERSHOT

HANTS. GU12 5DN
TEL. 0252 318141

If you want to see the finest
selection of C. B. accessories
at the keenest prices, come
and see us 9.30 a. m. - 6 p. m.
Mon. - Sat.

TO
Farnham

SEND AN S.A.E. NOW
FOR OUR LATEST PRICE LIST

WITH LOTS OF LOWER PRICES
CATALOGUE No. 4 NOW READY

Friendly and helpful service.
Phone now for the latest on our legal(!) rig supplies

3 NEW SHOPS NOW OPEN
1. Reading Road, Chineham, Basingstoke. Tel: Basingstoke 53900

(Just north of Basingstoke on the A33)
2. 37 Queens Road, High Wycombe, Bucks.
3. c/oA&AAutoparts, HighSt., Crowthorn, Berks. Tel:03446 77113

TEL: 768787
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OFFICE & SHOWROOM:

1 HAMILTON COURT,
SEAMOOR ROAD,
WESTBOURNE.

AGENTS REQUIRED IN ALL AREAS.

OPEN 6 DAYS. LATE NIGHT:
THURS & FRIDAY. SUN 2pm-5pm.

!J,
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Friendly Advice
for Emergency
Monitors
Part three of a series written by Mike Newbold.

In part 2 of our article on Emergency
Monitoring we stressed the importance
of the four 'C's - CALM, COURTEOUS,
CORRECT and CONCISE. Almost invari
ably, with any Accident there is confusion
albeit very brief, possibly danger and
further risks. It is usually the prime function
of any Emergency Operator to bring the
whole situation into a workable, calm,
context. It is obvious that EVERY Accident
and Emergency situation will have an
end product and it is the Highly trained
Monitor Operator who wiil speed a satis
factory conclusion by using the four 'e's.

Probably the best way to become a
good Emergency MonilorOperator(EMO)
is to have experienced a period of attend
ing accidents and emergencies with the
statutory services, and be aware of their
pattern of operations, and the demarkation
lines exist between who is responsible
tor what. -

As an EMO you are totally 'blind' as to
what is happening at the scene of your
10-33, and the reporting vehicle is your
'Ears and Eyes', so your first priority is to
ensure you are not given a garbled mess
age, then allow your caller to run off. If
you allow this, especially at a large road
accident or fire, then quite honestly you
shouldn't be offering your services as an
EMO.

Irrespective of what is happening else
where at the scene, instruct your caller
IMMEDIATELY not to leave the radio,
and using the EMERGENCY MONITOR
ING GUIDE published in the April issue
of CB Radio carefully extract all the
necessary information that wilt be re
quired by the Emergency Services. IF IN
ANY DOUBT WHATSOEVER AS TO
WHOM YOU SHOULD CALL - PHONE
THE POLICE. They will co-ordinate all
services required to ease and finally
solve the situation. A well-equipped
EMERGENCY MONITOR STATION
should contain at least two transceivers,
one permanently on the designated
Emergency Channel, and the 'working'
transceiver, used for all other traffic,
especially when non-urgent traffic is
moved off the Emergency Channel.

If at all possible always work with at
least two EMO's, one permanently on
the No 1 Transceiver Channel 9, the
other giving the all important 'back-up'.
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EMERGENCY MONITOR REPORT TIME

OPERATOR No: SERIAL Nr

CALLERS DETAILS: VEHICLES DErAILS:

Name: Registered No:

Address: __~__________ Make/Model

---------------- Colour _

w ----------------- Trailer/Caravan: -z
0 AA/RAC/Club TYPE OF....
Cl:

Membershio No: EMERGENCY'"a.
LOCATION: 1) R.TA_.

2) Home Accident
------------------- 3) Other Accident

NATURE OF ----- -------------- 4) Sudden Illness
EMERGENCY:

5) Fire-Building
EMERGENCY ACTION 6) Flfe'Sldg PR

1st Call Called 2nd CaH Called ETA 7) Fire'other
Time By Time By

8) Aircraft Ace.

FIRE BRIGADE: 91 Railway Ace.
0

10) Marine ACC.
~ POLICE:

11) Vehicle B/D.....
Cl:

AMBULANCE 12) Crime'" ,a.
USE 24 HOUR

COASTGUARD:
CLOCK FOR ALL

GAS/ELECTRICITV RECORDING

ASSISTANCE ACTION A) Ace Damage

1st Call Called 2nd CaU Called ETA B) Non Starl

Time By Time By Cl No Petrol

Automobile Assn: DJ Tyre Problem

W El W,ndscreen
W RAC.:Cl: F) Major Defeclr....

Garage (Specify): G) Trailer Prob.....
Cl:

HI Otherit Other (Specify):

CALLER STANDING
1 2 3 • 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23

BVON CHANNEL No

CALLS TO AND FROM CALLER BY R/T INCIDENT
CLEAR

INCIDENT CLOSED BV OPERATOR AT
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The instant a 10/33 is called in the No 2
EMO can immediately commence dialing
the required contact, and in the case of
RlA's broadcast the vital 'early warning'
on the designated Traffic Information
Channel to vehicles approaching the
scene of the Accident, thus preventing
further problems. The whole idea of an
Emergency Monitor is to get help to the
scene as quickly as possible, and a werl
run Station should train intensely to cut
REACTion time to the barest minimum.
Even an EMO working on their own, can
with practice, efficiently use a transceiver
and telephone simultaneously, and I am
sure some of you already do.

Let us look at a typical 10-33 situation,
the RTA (Road Traffic Accident). Pending
legislation we will assume that 09 is the
designated Emergency Channel, with
Channel 10 as the reserve Emergency
ChanneL

A typical 10-33 R.T.A.
Mobile: "Break, Break 09 for a 10-33 - is

there an Emergency Monitor
Station on Channel?"

EMS: "Mobile calling a 10-33, you
have Emergency Monitoring
Station Unit 374 Kingston, timing
your call at 21.50 hours, please
go ahead with your call sign and
details of your 10-33, please do
not leave your vehicle, over".

Mobile: "This is Warlord, we havea Road
Traffic Accident on the A3 Kings
ton By Pass, Southbound, about
half a mile past the Tolworth
Underpass - six vehicle pile-up,
involving five private cars and a
Road Tanker - over".

EMS; "Roger, Warlord, can you please
estimate the number of casual
ties, and confirm if the carriage
way is blocked, over".

Mobile: "EMS Kingston from Warlord,
there appears to be about six
persons injured, one possibly
trapped, and the carriageway is
completely blocked, over".

EMS: "Roger, Warlord - Ambulance,
Fire Service and Police now being
informed. Is there any spillage
from Road Tanker - or petrol
spillage from vehicles involved
over".

Mobile: "EMS Kingston, from Warlord,
affirmative, Road Tanker appears
intact, but petrol leaking from
one private car - over".

EMS: "Received Warlord, please en
sure there is no-one smoking in
the vacinity or wearing steel
stu'dded footwear - over".

Mobile: "Roger - received".
EMS:' "EMS Kingston to Warlord - we

now have confirmation three
Ambulances, Fire Brigade and
Police are on way. Important
instructions will now follows:
Will you please ensure all walking
wounded are asked to leave the
vehicles, and remain on hard
shoulder at least 100 ft away
from Accident. Also ensure scene
is well marked, your own vehicle
should also be at least 100 ft
away from scene, use your
hazzard flashers, and illuminate
scene with your headlights if
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possible, and instruct other ve
hkfes present to do likewise. If
possible send persons wearing
light cloths or fluorescent jackets
with flashlamps to warn on
coming traffic. Message timed
at 21.55 hours, your confirmation
please Warlord - over".

Mobile: "Warlord to EMS Kingston, affirm
ative will comply, over".

EMS: "EMS Kingston to Warlord and
all vehicles involved in 21.50
hours 10-33 Kingston By Pass,
please now clear Emergency
Channel, change to Channel 10
- EMS KINGSTON changing now
(EMS does not in fact change
channels, but leaves Transceiver
1 on Channel 09, and uses Trans
ceiver No. 2 on Channel 10,
thus ensuring continuity of Mon
itoring of Channel 09)

EMS: "Opening Channel 10, now mon
itoring RTA - A3 - 21.50 f!ours
th,is Channel, EMS Kingston
standing by".

The 'Clear-up" messages can go on for
quite some time, as all future emergency
transmissions for this RTA will be dealt
with by the statutory services on their
own domestic radio system, the EMS's
remaining function is now just to assist
further if required (on its No 2 transceiver).
It is possible that accident victims or
persons delayed at the scene might ask
for personal messages to be passed, but
this will be governed by the policy of the
EMS concerned. I personally feel it is
best to do all possible 10 relieve the
situation at the scene of any occurrence,
but this is a matter of personal choice. IT
IS ESSENTIAL THAT TRANSCEIVER No
1 CONTINUES TO MONITOR THE
EMERGENCY CHANNEL AT ALL TIMES
as accidents and other occurrences con
tinue 10 happen elsewhere, and do not
stop just because you have a 'big one'.

From the above transCript, you can see
how the experienced EMS will have the
vital edge on an inexperienced station,
asking the right questions at the right
time. A certain amount of animosity
usually exists between the professional
Emergency Services and the 'volunteer',
which is already quite evident in the
existing relationships between Regular
and retained Fire Service personnel, the
Regular Police and the Special Constab
ulary, and the Ambulance Service and St
John Ambulance and Red Cross, and
this has usually been generated by a
professional having direct experience of
an inexperienced volunteer trying to deal
with a situation which was created by
inadequate training on the part of the
volunteer.

You can see Iherefore that there can
be no short-cuts when training is involved.
You will in some cases be dealing with
situations when lives are at risk, and only
thorough and efficient training can install
in the EMS student the confidence re
quired to be immediately able to control
an Emergency situation until such time
as the professional Emergency Services
arrive. A large RTA will probably be the
biggest situation which an EMS will be
called upon to deal, and as you landtine
the Statutory Emergency Services, en
sure thal you already have ALL the
answers and give your information in a

Calm, Correct, Courteous and Concise
manner, only when this routine becomes
second nature and you are able to con
verse with a professional controller will
your EMS get the respect and credibility
it deserves. There are many lessons to
be learnt, and in reality a good member
of the Emergency Services is always
ready to learn, neverthink you knowit all,
you don't and you never will. Train hard, it
takes years to become a good controller,
it only comes with experience and study.
How to gain experience? The obvious
answer is firstfy to join the only recognised
Monitoring organisation currently avail
able in this country - REACT, run by Ivan
Francis of 28, The Coots, Stockwood,
Bristol, Avon BS14 BLH. Theycan supply
copies of the official REACT MONITOR
ING GUIDE, and whilst it is obviously
published forthe American market, it is a
good indicative and instructional docu
ment. By joining REACT you will be en
couraged to form Monitoring Teams, and
jointly with your colleagues you can
approach the statutory Emergency Ser
vices for visits to their Control Centres,
and possibly lectures on Control pro
cedure by their training officers, if you
explain your planned function as anEMS
you will probably get all the assistance
you require, but there is no substitute for
personal training - the 24 Hours clock
system and the Phonetic Alphabet MUST
be second nature.

Every Accident c'al! you deal with will
be different, there is no such thing as a
text-book accident. After every 10·33 is
cleared, hold a 'debrief', if only with your
self - ask yourself could I have done
better, dealt with the situation more effic·
ienlly, what did I do wrong? What should I
have done? Be very critical of yourself,
then you will learn.

Let us just consider the above trans
cript of the above RTA, and the insignifi
cant but important points that shows the
EMS had an experienced operator, check
the points:
1) Immediate response-call identified

time check.
2) Life before property - EMS FIRST

question; number of casualties. (This
obviously lets the Ambulance Service
know IMMEDIATELY how many
Ambulances to send).

3) Is the carriageway blocked? Most im
portant, if road is blocked then ob·
viously a traffic tail back will occur,
thus preventing Emergency Vehicles
responding to the call reaching the
scene on that carriageway. The
approach would therefore probably
be made from the opposite direction,
against the normal flow of traffic ie:
approaching on the now empty South·
bound Carriageway. THIS ONLY
APPLIES TO STATUTORY EMER
GENCY VEHIICLES, whose drivers
are highly trained for such actions.

4) Confirmation to the caller that the
Emergency Services HAVE been called
a great relief to a distressed person.

5) Investigation of Petrol or Chemical
spillage, and subsequent fire risk.

6) NO SMOKING instructed (not always
as obvious as one thinks) also steel
studded footwear can create sparks,
- Sparks + Petrol = lethal Fire risk,
especially where persons trapped in
crashed vehicles.
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Friendly Advice
for Emergency
Monitors
7) Remove all Persons and vehicles

possible from scene, just in case, a
defective vehicle electrical system has
been known to ig·nite a car some time
after the actual impact. Keep at least
100 feet away, more if possible if
larger fuel loss,

8) Mark the scene as much as possible,
thus preventing further tragedy, and
ensure any persons moving about the
scene are well marked, light coloured
clothing or fluorescent jackets. To
move about in dark clothes on a
carriageway at night is lethal. Message
timed again.

9) All dire emergency work completed
by EMS, therefore clear the desig
nated Emergency Channel AS QUICK
LY AS POSSIBLE, thus allowing further
monitoring to continue.

The above obviously represent just a
few points which can prevent further
accidents or distress. We will hold over
until the next article the promised Training
Syllabus, but in the meantime if you are
planning to establish an EMS, there are
still a few tasks you can be getting on

with: TELEPHONE NUMBERS, how is
your list progressing? Does your Radio·
coverage area involve more than one
Police Force, Fire Service or Ambulance
Service, if so ensure that you have a map
showing the boundary lines, so that you
will know, in border areas, which of the
two Police/Fire/Ambulance Services to

REACT-U.K.
COUNTY INFORMATION OFFICER
MIKE NEWBOLD--SURREY

ask for. In my home area all three services
have different demarkation boundaries,
so acquaint yourself with who covers
what - your statutory services will be
pleased to advise you.

Also never forget a good EMS should
have an excellent working relationship
with the surrounding stations, and that
the system also works in reverse: ie,
Make yourself well known as an EMS,
then if there are Urgent messages to be
passed to mobiles believed in your area,
then you can oblige by transmitting the
call. Perhaps CS- Radio Magazine' will,
upon legalisation, publish a list of EMS's,
monitoring hours, and telephone numbers.
Have you registered for that First Aid
Course yet? Good Monitoring.

THE MEDICMAN.

THE NEXT ARTICLE IN
THIS SERIES WILL
COVER TRAINING

PROCEDURES.

OPENING HOURS
MON - FRI llam - 7 pm
SAT 9am-6pm
SUN 10am-2pm
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37 COLESHILL RD.,
WARD END,
BIRMINGHAM
B368DT
021-784 4523

WORLD
RETAI L AN D WHOLESALE

NEW TRADE COUNTER NOW OPEN
MOST COMPETITIVE PRICES IN U.K.
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"TEACH YOURSELF C.B."
(A BRITISH GUIDE TO C.B. LANGUAGE)

f

Don", be a RUBBER-SANDER! Discover the difference between a 'BEAVER and 'SMOKEY
BEAR' or a 'GRANNY and a 'FRONT DOOR".

Learn the colourful. crazy language of C.B. now
... with this educational and entertaining cassette lape .

Learn also the more serious aspect of CB. Radio. For example ... how la deal with an emergency
situation.

[n fact .. everything you need to know. from 'CHOOSING A HANDLE' and 'BREAKING A
CHANNEL to 'GOING DOWN AND ON THE SIDE'

Be an •ACE' In time for legalisation
THEN

join a convoy with confidence!

GOT YOUR EARS ON?
DO YOU COP'r? '

DIRECT BY MAIL FROM
BRIDAIR AUDIO PROMOTIONS
BASEMENT STUDIOS
158 NEW BRIDGE STREET
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE
NEI2TE.
Telephone: (0632) 22331

ALSO INCLUDED 15 A REfERENCE UST
OF TRADITIONAL TEN CODE. PHONETIC
ALPHABET AND GLOSSARV OF THE

MORE POPULAR PHRASES.

II~~THELARGm~~'=I.
I~ DISTRIBUTORS OF ~
~ CB ACCESSORIES IN THE U.K.

~ I Come and see the biggest "'!illura 11111111 and best selection of -."
Mura Electronics IUKJ Ltd. CB Radio Accessories '~:
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1~r::Z~
e"Strlpe. of QU811ty"

IN 25 YEARS •••
WE'VE NEVER BEEN OUTDISTANCED. '~

antenna specialists brand CB antennas • • •

Features
• Available In 7 colour! "Skinny Mlnnle" IIbre aim whip, manulaclured
Ilnly by MS III profmlonal slandards fllr oplimum rellablllly, long Ille.
• Solid brm conneclloos Imbedded in bm. Can'l bruk or shake IOllSe.
• True % wne profmlanal deslgo lar besl paulble lIbre glm ,.rfllrm'lICl

SpecificatIons
Models ASC 550 III 556.
Whip 3'. 4' & 5' IJbll glass. % wm.
YSWR 1.5:1. all 40 chnnels.
Canneclllr Pl-259.
Maunl Fila Iny %" - 24 Ihreld.

ORIGINAL TElEPHONE TYPE
M.125

SUPER SCORPION
M2000

• Highest quality materials and workmanship. Meets highest performance standards- VSWR 1.5:1
or beller, all models • Same professional quality materials, designs and workmanship found in A/S
police and professional antennas • Reference for all gain figures - 1/4 wave ground plane

•
'SKINNY MINNIES'

AASC 550 . 556

i
Features
• Precision machine ground tapered wblp has less afr reslslance and rm
pallern distortion due 10 whIp bending. Highest qlllllt~ 17·7PH stainless sleel
can be benllull circle and sllll snap back 10 perfect vertical!
• True static ball IIp lor cGAlInum dlnlpatlon 01 wind sialic build up and
lnsno!n!
• Ful160-lnch radlal"r mtm for maximum range. VSWR 1.5:1 orbeller
trom cbunets 1 10 40 wltbout tuning.
• Antenna SpeclllJsh' LEVERLOK'" quick relnse. FIrm. positiVi eleelrlnl
and mechanical connecllon. Inslanl disconnect wllh Ihe Iwlsl ala Imr.
• TIp grade sliver mica lransmltUng capacitor lor consistently lower VSWR
under extremes of humldltv and temperalure.
• SI,lnless sleel shock spring absorbs blows from branches and garage
doors.
• SlIver-plaled phosphorous bronze spring conlacts. The superior high
frequency elllcfency 01 pure silver. Plus spring contacls mure posllJn
cantlnully Illr yms.
• Guaranleed salisfnlllln wll~ 5-ym Ilmlled wunoty PLUS IIletlme cllil
bur1lllul warranly.

Specifications
Mlldel , , .. , M2000
Whip Tapered 17-7 PH stainless sleel. Full 60" lenglh.
VSWR 1.5:1 or beller. Channels I Ihrough 40.
Cable .. . .. RG-58U, 17' wllh In-Hne Ph" dia.) mlnlalure conneclor.
Conneclor ,. Pl·259.
Mlluol Trunk Ud, nil holes or raof mounl(%" hole).
Tlllal Height ..• 65".

M2000

CB5000
CB/AM/FM DISGUISE ANTENNA. 5 seelloR locking lelescoplc. Oipluer
preloaed. Fiu tuning Ilnly required. Power raliAI SOw. (The IlplmmeRI for
Ih. M610J.
Plu.alllh, olher popular models. MS264, M125, MR440, 'STAROUSTER
M400, MICHT MAGHUM M22T .Ie.

World's most copied CB antenna! Standard of the industry,
designed and constructed exactly like our lo-band police
antennas.

Features
• Higll-elllcfency base laid dulgn. with wllerprooflolding call1nd mOllnl
(or maximum reUabllily.
• 17-7 PH stai.lussleelllimt gllde 1"lIable! laper gnl/od far rnllJency
and low wind reslslance. Bends lull circle wllhaullaklng a sel
• SIalic ball tip for Ius nisI.
• Stainless sleel shock spring minimlzu damage lrom obstructions.
• Ample 17' coax cable wllh allaehed canneclor.
• Mllunts securely and enlly on any Ilal metal surface. Walerprool design.
Requires %" hole.

Specifications
Model MRI25
Whip 17-7 PH slalnless sleel.laper Dround.
VSWR 1.5:1 or belter, channels 1-40.
Cable 17' RG56U cmlal
Conneclor Pl·259.
Mounl %" hole mount
Total HelDht 47".

M·t25

IF YOU WANT THE BEST LOOK FOR THE 'STRIPES OF QUALITY'
Available from these Main UK Distributors:
HS & SO Jackson Ltd., 140 Sandy Lane, Camp Hill, Birmingham. 021-772 1994
Mura Electronics, 79 Church Road, Hendon, London NW4. 01-203 5277/8
Hobby Communications, 111 West Wycombe Rd, High Wycombe, Bucks. 0494-447093
Wintjoy Limited, 103 High Street, Shepperton, Middx. 093·2248145
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The
Frequency
Jungle
The illegal shopping choice is a literal jungle. ..-

A Dutch (PTT)
22 Chonnel 2 Wott FM Rig

~.

"

WIU
~======

One of the problems on the UK CB
scene is a lack of reliable information on
sets. This is caused mainly by the illegality
of 27 MHz in the UK and hence no manu·
facturers or consumer information being
made available other than the handbooks
(in theory) provided with each set.

Another repercussion of the illegality
problem is that there is no fixed standard
for CB frequencies and power outputs,
hence sets of all frequency bands, modes
and power outputs are in use. This has
led to a large amount of confusion, and I
seem to spend a huge proportion of my
time explaining the various modes, fre
quencies, channels etc. on various rigs.

The most common set in use in the UK
at present is the forty channel AM set
with an RF power output of four watts
maximum. (More about power later). The
reason for this being a CB'ers standard is
that this is the type of set most commonly
in use in the USA and several other
countries where there is legislation
governing the use of CB. These forty
channels range from 26.965 MHz to
27.405 MHz, and in the USA this is
known as "Class 0" citizens band. It is in
actual fact, illogical that so many sets
should reach our shores from North
America because of the sheer distance
(other sources - e.g. Europe - being
much closer) but on closer inspection, it
is actually the current state of the US CB
market that is causing the phenomenon.

Stockpiles of Redundant
Rigs

By the beginning of 1979 the CB mar
ket in the US had virtually ground to a
halt, because everybody who wanted a
CB had already got one - also the fact
that new cars were appearing with CB as
a standard fittin9. (One noteable example
is the US company - who shall be name
less - whose 1978 turnover of $108M
dropped to $16M in 1979!)

This meant that huge stockpiles of rigs
were left in the manufacturers ware
houses, and had to be sold off either in
lots to Europe, or ridiculously cheap to
the public. A 40 channel set can be
bought anywhere in the US now for
$39.95 (about £ 19.00). Only the strongest
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companies survived, with the weaker
ones going broke, and their stocks sold
off.

Hence the glut of US rigs, and the
setting of the UK trend of 40 channel AM
27MHz as a standard.

Clouding the issue
Some American rigs bought as 'new'

are fairly old - some 22 channels are
1976 manufactured, but still turn up now,
packaged and unused. Some US manu
facturers stamp the manufacture date
on the FCC approval plate on the rear of
the rig - worth checking.

Unfortunately, just to cloud the issue,
sets from Germany are finding their way
onto the UK market - and these are 11
channel AM 27 MHz with a maximum
power output of % watt - Beware!

Also, other European countries have
different·· or no - legislation, and hence
the Belgian modified US sets with an
extra 40 channels, making 40+40 AM, or
specially manufactured 120 channel sets,
possibly with an FM mode as well as an
AM mode, arid the combined CB and 10
metre ham sets!

Toclarify, let us say that all sets have at
least 23 AM channels (except Germany),
and these with forty or more have at least
the standard forty channels listed in Fig.
1.

It is worth noting at this point that, for
historical reasons, channels 24 and 25
are physically between channels 22 and
23 - this is standard, and does not vary.

The eleven channel on German standard
sets compared to channels 5 through 15
on the US channels.

These European sets with an added
forty channels (making eighty) fall into
two categories, known as 80ch, and
40+40DX ch. (See Fig. 2).

And yet more channels
In addition to this, there are other sets

(Super star 360, Sommerkamp TS780
OX etc) with yet another added 40 channels
(making 120), with the high band usually
in the 10 metre (28MHz) amateur band
although many different models are made
with no apparent rhyme or reason, some

Channel Channel
Frequency Frequency

(MHz) (MHz)

1 26.965 21 27.215
2 26.975 22 27.225
3 26.985 23 27.255
4 27.005 24 27.235
5 27.015 25 27.245
6 27.025 26 27.265
7 27.035 27 27.275
8 27.055 28 27.285
9 27.065 29 27.295

10 27.075 30 27.305
11 27.085 31 27.315
12 27.105 32 27.325
13 27.115 33 27.335
14 27.125 34 27.345
15 27.135 35 27.355
16 27.155 36 27.365
17 27.165 37 27.375
18 27.175 38 27.385

9 27.185 39 27.395
0 27.205 40 27.405

Fig. 1.

with the low band at 27MHz and the mid
and the high band at 28MHz, and some
with 26MHz in the low position, 27MHz
in the mid position and 28MHz in the
high position.

Now - modes. So far we have only
talked about AM. The modes available in
one form or another are:
AM Amplitude modulation
SSB (USB+LSB) Single Side Band

(Upper + Lower)
FM Frequency modulation
CW Carrier Wave

As this is not a technical discussion, I
will not go into what each one does,
however, the most popular misconcep
tion is that an SSB set has 120 channels
-IT DOES NOT! It has 40 channels which
can be used on either AM, USB or LSB
modes. Channel 14 is still 27.125MHz
whether it is AM, USB or LSe mode.

FM is very nice, as it is much more
interference free, but as very few people
have it, it is almost useless.

CW is no use forthe ordinary CB'er as it
is for Morse code transmissions.

Any way, to sum up:
1. All American 40 channel sets use the

same AM mode, possibly usa and
LSB, and the same 40 frequencies. If
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• 26.325 26.965 27415 + 27.415 27.665 21.605 27.865 27.450 •2 26_335 26.915 27.425 + 27.425 27.675 27.615 27.875 27.460 2
3 26.345 26.985 27.435 + 27.435 27.685 27.625 27.885 27.470 3
• 26.365 27.005 27.455 + 27.455 27.105 27.645 27.905 27.490 •5 26.375 27.015 27.485 + 27.465 27.715 27.655 27.915 21.500 5• 28.385 21.025 27.475 + 27.475 27.725 21.665 21.925 2T:'S10 •7 28.395 21.035 21.485 + 27.485 21.135 27.615 21.935 27.520 7• 26.415 21.055 27.505 + 27.505 27.155 27.895 21.955 27.540 8• 26.425 21.065 27.515 + 27.515 27.765 21.705 27.965 21.550 •'0 26.435 27.075 27.525 + 27.525 21.115 21.715 21.975 27.560 10

" 26.445 27.085 21.535 + 27.535 27.185 27.725 21.985 27.510 11
12 26.465 21.105 27.555 + 27.555 27.805 27.745 28.005 27.590 12
13 26.475 21.1\5 27.565 + 27.565 21.815 27.755 28.015 27.600 13

" 26.485 27.125 27.575 + 27.575 27.625 27.765 28.025 27.610 "15 26.495 27.135 27.565 + 27.585 27.635 27.115 28.035 27.620 15I. 26.515 27.155 27.605 + 27.605 27.655 21.195 28.055 27.640 1.
17 26.525 27.165 27.615 + 27.615 21.665 27.805 28.065 27.850 17
18 26.535 27.175 27.825 + 27.625 27.875 27.815 28.075 27.860 18

" 26.545 27.185 27.635 + 27.635 27.685 27.825 28.065 27.670 ••20 26.565 27.205 27.655 + 27.855 27.905 27.845 28.1.05 27.690 20

" 26.575 21.215 21.665 + 27.665 27.9\5 21.855 26.115 27.700 "22 26.585 27.225 21.875 + 27.675 27.925 27.865 28.125 27.710 22
23 26.815 27.255 27.705 + 27.705 27.955 27.895 28.155 27.740 23

" 28.595 27.235 27.665 + 27.685 27.935 21.615 28.135 27.720 "25 26.805 27.245 27.695 + 27.695 27.945 27.885 28.145 27.730 25
2. 28.825 27.265 27.715 + 27.715 27.965 27.905 26.165 27.750 2.
27 26.635 27.275 27.725 + 27.725 27.975 27.915 28.175 27.780 27
28 26.645 27.285 27.735 + 27.735 27.985 27.925 28.185 27.170 28
2' 28.855 27.295 27.745 + 27.745 27.995 27.935 28.195 27.780 2.
30 28.885 27.305 27.755 + 27.755 28.005 27.945 28.205 27.790 30
31 26675 27.315 27.765 + 27.765 28.015 27.955 28.215 27.800 31
32 26.685 21.325 27.775 + 27.775 28.025 27.985 '28.225 27.810 J2
33 26.695 27.335 27.785 + 27.785 28.035 27975 28.235 27.620 33
3' 26.705 27.345 27.195 + 27.795 28.045 21.985 28.245 27.830 34
35 26.715 27.355 27.805 + 27.805 28.055 27.995 28.255 27.840 35
3. 28.725 27.385 27.815 + 27.815 28.065 28.005 28:285 27.850 3.
37 26.735 27.315 27.825 + 27.825 28.075 28.015 28.275 21.880 37
3. 26.745 27.385 27.835 + 27.835 28.085 28.025 28_285 27.870 38
3. 28.755 27.395 27.845 + 27.845 28.095 28.035 28.295 27.880 3.
'0 28.785 27.405 27.855 + 27.855 28.105 28.045 28.305 27.890 '0

F1g.2: A chorr shOWing froquency differences.

approved equipment and various other
adoptions.

An American The most realistic figure to look at is
rig with 27MHz the RF output figure. In most US rig
40ctl + USD handbooks, the power is stated as:
and LSD. RF output power: 4W maximum.

This means it will not exceed the FCC
legal maximum. In practice, these rigs
can be anything from 3W to 3.8W if
accurately measured.

WILLlAM SHAKESPEAR
ERIC STOGG5

LOOK FOR OUR
NEW EXCITING
DIY PLAY KITS

The 'power' of a rig is the most mis
quoted in CB today.

There are three ways of quoting the
transceivers power, all different:
1. Power input (AM)
2. RF power output (AM)
3. PEP (Peak envelope power) (SSB)

US rigs may not be by their FCC legis
lation:
a) more than 5 watt DC input
b) more than 4 watts RF output
c) more than 12w PEP in SSB mode

Similarily, German rigs may not be
a) more than SOOmW input
b) more than 400mW RF output

European rigs can be anything, varying
from the German SOOmW to the more
recent invasion of Dutch 2W FM PTT

in doubt, a US set must have, by US
law, an FCC approval plate, stating
"Class D Citizens Band".

2. The majority of European sets have at
least the forty American channels in
the AM mode.

3. German sets only have 11 channels.
4. FM and CW modes are not a lot of

practical use.
5. On an 80 ch set, the top forty channels

are not necessarily the same on all
sets.

The exception to all this is, of course,
walkie talkies. Most of these are three or
six channel, using plug-in crystals, which
you can change easily to correspond to
any channel you require.

Power

TOP QUALITY
HEAVY DUTY
PIN·ON
HANDLE BADGE

YOU HAVE

JUST ffiBAllED

HANDLE BADGE
~~
"0

" Your Handle Inserred. MaXImum 15 lellers or spaces.

Undoubtedly the Best on the Market

ON LY £ 1 EACH - POST FREE
From: BILL BADGER

STATION ROAD
LONG EATON

Callers Welcome NOTTINGHAM

WORLD RECORD
ANTENNA NOW FOR BREAKERS 

EVEN FOR "IMPOSSIBLE" LOCATIONS!!
ALSO WORKS AMATEURS BANDS HF &2MTRS

JOYSTICK SUPERMATCH £82,NCL.
THE PROVEN DX ANTENNA

ACCESS VISA OR C.W.O. - SEND 14p FOR DETAILS

PARTRIDGE ELECTRONICS LTD
12 PARTRIDGE HOUSE, PROSPECT RD,

BROADSTAIRS, KENT.
Tel: (0843) 62535 or 62839 CHEAP PERIODS
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Vultures
on the
Side
A high price to pay for a clash with the authorities.

Apart from an active interest in Citizens
Band Radio, Red Fox is a responsible
family man, a respected business man
and a law abidin~ citizen' who was
recently left reeling from his last con
frontation with our British JlJdicial System.

His young son showed a naturally inquis
itive interest in CB and so he allowed the
lad to set up a base station in the study;
now 'Doctor Who' could monitor his father's
home-coming and listen to the many other
local breakers. As neither were the type of
breakers to get involved in club activities,
'Doctor Who' and 'Red Fox' remained
somewhat green and not well-versed in
the legal aspects ot CB.

ss

They just walked in!
For Red Fox his encounter began one

Friday evening in January 1980. Hearing
his wife shout in alarm, he dashed down
to find two strange men in his house.
Evidently the front door had been ajar
and not locked, and they had just walked
in. Living in an isolated area, he was very
wary of intruders and instructed them to
get out. No sooner had the words left his
lips when two more men appeared. Red
Fox, his family thoroughly frightened,
attempted to bundle the men out of the
open door. This is where some confusion
creeps in, for Red Fox is convinced that
the men showed no identification orwarrant
although the men maintain they showed
their Home Office identification. Here the
situation deteriorated further, with the
sudden arrival of the police, who could
have been called before the officials
entered his home. Either way, Red Fox's
house was searched for over an hour,
and he was locked out of his study where
the disconnected rig was discovered.

The rig, antenna and battery were soon
located and confiscated, along with copies
of CB Radio Magazine, personal letters
and some unrelated belongings. Red
Fox was then arrested for assault and
was taken to the local police station
where he was finger-printed and Jacked
into a cell.

Four hours later he was charged with
causing actual bodily harm to a Home
Office Official (a serious charge), along

30

Red Fox and his mosco' • CD Criminals?

with installing and operating a transceiver
without a license. He was persuaded to
admit to transmitting on condition that
his young son was not involved in the
case. He was also allegedly offered a
deal, subject to him giving information
about rig suppliers and other users. He
turned this offer down.

Next Step Court.
After being adjourned four times, the

case eventually came to court on the
16th March 1961. The case took three
days to hear. THe Home Office evidence
was conflicting, not only between Red
Fox and the officers involved· as might
be expected - but also between the
officers themselves. The injured official
Mr. Goading even produced his bruise
'ten months' after the event! Red Fox had
pleaded guilty to two charges brought
under the Wireless Telegraphy Act, not

guilty to a furtherWT Act charge, and not
guilty to the charge of causing actual
bodily harm.

He was found guilty on the first two
charges, not guilty on the third, and guilty
to the charge of causing actual bodily
harm. The judge told Red Fox that if he
had not been of such good character he
might well have been sentenced to jail,
and fined him a total of £925, consisting
of £150 for each WT ollence, £200 for
actual bodily harm and £25 compensation
for Mr. Goading, plus £400 court costs.

Red Fox decided to appeal. Having
admitted transmitting, he could not really
appeal against that verdict; but the severity
of the fine, and, in particular, his desire to
clear his name of the AB.H. charge,
caused him to consider means to raise
the funds,(estimated at £1200). The
word was out, and the local clubs in the
area, organised by Piccolo of Canvey
Island breakers, soon raised £1,175.
The appeal was on.
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Reasonable Force?
The appeal was heard on 27th March

1981, and was based on the argument
that the use of reasonable force was not
covered in Home Office Warrants for
offences against the Wireless Telegraphy
Act Therefore if the officers weren't perm
itted to use force to enter they were
trespassers on Red Fox's property and
he had the right to resist them and to ask
them to leave his home. The judge, how
ever, would not accept the submission of
trespass, although he was very critical of
the evidence of the two Home Officials,
Mr. Goading and Mr. Playle. The builder
of Red Fox's house was called to give
evidence; he testified that the front door
had been installed to open outwards and
it was impossible for it to open inwards
as the officials had maintained. The Home
Office was forced to withdraw the assault
charge along with Mr. Goading's £25
compensation and the £200 fine.

The Wireless Telegraphy fines were
upheld, but the original court costs were
reduced from £400 to £50. There were
no further costs as the appeal had been
won. New total £350 - instead of £925.

Apart from the satisfaction of having
his name cleared and the financial relief,
Red Fox - who as you may have guessed
did not wish to be named - feels the,t
some valuable points have resulted from
his case. The judge stated that H.O.
officials must abide by the requirements
of the law and their warrants and must
clearly identify themselves by showing.

official to. along with such warrants.
They must also state their purpose and
intent. The judge would not be drawn into
detailing the right of using reasonable
force but ruled that officials must have
refusal of admittance before using force
and must have police assistance to arrest
for obstruction of such warrants. This
ruling might well apply to pending cases
and influence subsequent decisions. The
concern the Home Office felt about this
case and the possible outcome was
illustrated by the high ranking Home
Office Officials present at the appeal.
Red Fox feels that,in his case, justice
was eventually done. He was lucky in
being able to appeal aided by the financial

help from clubs and organisations. How
ever, he still believes that this is the way
to fight in court, 'on their own ground'
rather than the unpleasant personal threats
and violence that some officials are exper
iencing.

It took four Home Office Officials and
four police officers to arrest and charge
Red Fox with four offences, one of which
he was found not guilty of, and one of
which was squashed on appeal - a total
of eight public servants and four days of
court time (bill footed courtesy of the tax
payer).

PS from Red Fox: Red Fox has requested us,o thank the
people who provided the money for him to go ahead with his
case. A very big ,hankyou 10 everyone involved.

c<FQRMULA NE
~~ ~"~

~ CAR &C.B. ACCESSORIES~

DV 27 ..
MS 264
K27 ....

£ 5.99
£24.95
£11.95

MAG MOUNT ..
UTILE FOOLER
ROOF AERIAL.

£ 9.95
£14.95
£ 9.95

SPECIAL OFFER SWR METER ... £7-.95 C.O,D.
PRICE LIST: PLEASE SEND S.A.E.

246 PAISLEY ROAD, RENFREW
ASK FOR GORDON 041-8850330 77's 88's 10-10 Samari
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VISIT OUR
SHOP

SUPPLIERS (

ANTENNAS
M264 Disguise. SA300 Disguise. Hy-Gain Electric Disguise. Harada
Electric Disguise. Harada TU11 Disguise. HMP K27 Disguise. CV Test
Secret Antenna. Intenna. DV27. DX27. DX275/a. T27; B27. DV27RN.
DV27HN. Pal Firestik. Big Momma. Trucker Twins. Base Loaders. Mag
Mounts. Starduster. Magnums. Power Pole. Hy-Gain Base. Dipoles.
Many Others.
MICROPHONES
Turner + 2. Turner + 3. Turner ssk. Magic Mike. Mura PRX. JMR 40.
Denzai. Hy-Gain 611. Telephone Handsets. Motorcycle Sets. Others.

SPECIAL OFFER IF YOU BRING
THIS ADVERT WITH YOU. DV27
complete £5.75 inc vat



VISIT OUR
SHOP

Send a SAE for our
Comprehensive Catalogue

•
UI

)F COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT
72-74 QUEENS ROAD

HERSHAM,
WALTON ON THAMES

SURREY

Mail order expressed by Red Star, all goods returnable, if not satisfied
Phone your requirements, quoting your Access or Barclaycard number
for immediate dispatch. We will help with any problems by phone if at all
possible.

• •
cIa 18 8

TEST EQUIPMENT
SWR-25. SWR-15. Hansen SOB. Hansen SE. CB11 05. JD310. CBM-20.
CBT-15. CBT·25. CBM·40. Others. Dummy Loads.
MISCELLANEOUS
PL259/6. PL259/9. Reducers. Females. Back to Backs. SO-209 - 3.5mm
jack. Splices. Mike Plugs. RG58/U. RG8/U. Patch Cables. Extension
Cables. Mike Cables. 25 Amp Power Supplies. 5 Amp Power Supplies.
Supression Kits. Suppression Parts. Extension Speakers. PA Horns.
Others. Linear Amplifiers to 1000w, RF Pre-Amps etc.

I IF WE HAVEN'T GOT IT - WE CAN GET IT.

~
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FRANCHISE RETAIL OUTLETS REQUIRED ON NATIONAL BASIS

90 STOCKWELL GATE, MANSFIELD, NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
TEL:(0623)651965

NORTHSIDE STEREO
AND CB CENTRE

8a MALAHIDE ROAD, FAIRVIEW
DUBLIN 3, IRELAND

Phone: DUBLIN 333965
SUPPLIERS TO THE TRADE OF CB SETS

40 channel sets always in stock
also

40 channel SSB sets
80 channel AM sets
80 channel AM/FM sets
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MIDLAND OPEN CHANNEL
TELECOM LTD~

133 FLAXLEY RD, STECHFORD, BIRMINGHAM B33 9HQ
TEL: 021 784 3129 or 021 7425617

T.V. IS BIRMINGHAMS FOREMOST
T.V. IS
T.V. IS IN C.B. RADIO EQUIPMENT

SIGMA IV AV·174·· - Unmatched performance and
unequalled strength! Unique co-inductive design on
this new 3A wave omni·directional antenna enables you
to transmit and receive further than ever thought
possible. Produces higher (6 dBi) gain over an isotropic
source than any other non-directional CB antenna.
Tunable to 1.1:1 S.W.R. at resonance and 1.5:1 or less
beyond band edges. Weight - 12 Ibs. R.F. Safety
Factor: 2000 w. Height - 27'. Diameter - 30".

SPECIALISTS IN C.B. RADIO ACCESSORIES, VIDEO RECORDERS
CORDLESS TELEPHONES
SOMMERKAMP AMATEUR & MARINE RADIOS
ALL ACCESSORIES STOCKED
C.T.E. MAIN STOCKIST.

qe\"e\1\'\' antennas p
WE CARRY LARGE STOCKS OF U : VBASE & MOBILE

SUPERB EQUIPMENT BOTH PERFORMANCE & STRENGTH.

SPECIAL PRICE ON THE NEW SIGMA IV 6.14dBi GAIN OMNI-DIRECTIONAL

BASE STATION ANTENNA OF £39.80 RETAIL INC. V.A.T. (ONLY 300 UNITS).

Av·m HERE IT IS THE BASE STATION THE MOBILE ULTIMATE!
ANTENNA EVERYONE IS
TALKING ABOUT.

AV·281 AY·261M

SPECIAL PRICE ON MOONRAKER 4
BASE STATION ANTENNA.

£115 INC. VAT EACH
(ONLY 100 UNITS).
SPECIALS ARE ONLY FOR CB'ers.

AV·261 MOBILE MOONRAKER'" - Want base stalion
performance from your mobile? Mobile Moonraker is guar
anteed to outperform any other mobile CB antenna or your
money back. Weatherproof Avanti coil with heavy copper
windings and a 6' 17-7 pH Stainless Steel whip for a 1000
W RF safety factor_
AV·261-M MOBILE MOONRAKER'" - with giant moon
magnet. Guaranteed Moonraker performance plus giant
multi-pole magnet actually improves coupling forthe lowest
sw. A.

LYNDON RADIO & T.V.
SUPPLIES
244 LYNDON ROAD, SOLIHULL,
WEST MIDLANDS.
TEL: 021 742 5617
OPEN: 9 a.m. - 9 p.m. Weekdays & Sat. 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. Sunday

TURNER
K.40
HY-GAIN
HARADA
SIRTEL
'FIRESTIK'
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Readers Write
After the interest that was aroused from

the back covers, Issue 10 and 11 of CB
Radio (see our article on page 2 last issue),
we decided to publish some letters that
were received by Wintjoy and ourselves.

Dear Carol,
I have finally put pen to paper for the

following reason. I personalty, and the C.BA
as a club, were most disgusted, yes, dis
gusted, with the Wintjoy 'Firestik' advert in
your April issue. At a time when we are still
looking for acceptance in society. your mag
azine allows an advert of this kind into your
othelWise excellent magazine.

If I may remind your editor you were very
much against Link House when they put
nude's into their magazine and saying that
your magazine was for the family, well I
hardly see that adverts showing antennas
as phallic symbols is forthe family or for CB.
So please let's not have anymore.

Yours
DAVID NUNN

Dear Sir,
I wish to order approximately thirty (30)

poster size of the back page of this month's
CB Magazine.

If this is not possible we can arrange
copies ourselves via the master.

Once again Magnificent.

Dear Sirs,
In your April issue the Firestik advertise

ment left little to the imagination. What with
the large amount of your CB enthusiasts
now taking an interest in magazines like
yours, Iwould have thought aserious minded
magazine would be a little more careful
what they printed.

I might add I am far from being a prude,
quite the opposite but everything in it's right
place.' I do enjoy reading your magazine
though, so iet's keep it clean.

10-10.
FOZZIE BEAR (Batley Town)

Dear Sirs,
Please help! I have a problem! I've fallen

in love with YL advertising your products in
issue 9 & 10 of CB Radio. This is causing
problems at home with my XYL who is
insanely jealous! Although divorce is a strong
possibility, I feel a need to find out more
about this gorgeous creature.

I'm blOWing my windows out with desire!!
Your help would be greatly appreciated.

(An autographed picture would be ideal!)
Please congratulate whoever was respons
ible for the issue 1b advert, a Big 10-4 Good
Bud!! I must go now, my XYL has just
grabbed by 'firestik!"

Looking forward to hearing from you soon,
10-10 bye bye.

W.R. GOWER

Dear Sirs,
I thought National 10-4 Day was really
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great, but for the fact that I bought from your
stand 3 T-Shirts (CB Radio) and then had
them nicked from the motor.

Anyway, all the lucky numbers to you.
S.B. ZACKS

Dear Sir,
Listen here Breakers, because'Breaker'

and now 'Citizens Band' are jumping on
the bandwagon, I would like to have a
moan. I know they won't print this, will
you?

When all is said and done, CB Radio
was the finest mag to push CC, QSL and
11 metre SSB operation. In fac~ as we
both know, CBRM had the first QSL
cards to ever appear in an english mag
'azine or a request for a 1.4.1. QSL swap.
Incidentally, I'm grateful for the advert
made some good contacts through that.
As it happens, according to Citizens
Band they're just introducing an important
regular feature dealing with sideband
and OX CB. One of the countries leading
experts will keep us in touch, blah, blah,
blah, what happened to the best demo
coverage?

They're always blowing off about how
good they are: 'one of CB's top person
alities Mack the Hack, one of the country's
leading OX experts', ete; ete. Sounds more
like a load of boring, self-opinionated old
poofters to me!

'Bandstancf seems about kaput; Citizen's
Band mentioned it in passing - a disgrace.
Mike Evans worked his finger to the
bone for CB in this country while most of
today's breakers were cruising about
oblivious to it all. I think - nay, DEMAND
that Mike and Wendy anQ 'Bandstand'
are honoured and elevated into the position
that they deserve and that it is rammed
down the throats of the modern-day
breaker. I'm desperately thinking of some
way in which I can honour them. Might
dig up old Greenfingersandwrite some
thing.I'm going to write a strong letter to
Mack the Hack and tell him to come
down off his pompous throne; after al~ he
and I are old correspondents to'Bandstancf.
Might even write that article to Citizen's
Band. That'l! stir him up!

Boy, I'm in an acid mood thisafternOOrt
I'll have to calm down because I'm going
to pick the kids up from Sunday school.
Must appear pure and innocent when I
go there!

Ta-ra,
Chris

I sympatfllse with Mike end Wendy: Did you see our
Come Back the Bretlker Spot last month? Bur you know
just beceuse we were first itdoflsn'tglva us a monopoly
they ere a/l qulfa anfWod to print what they like. In the
end It's the public's choice. Obviously you have made
yours and I thank you.

EO

Dear Sir,
Myself and a couple of friends Iravelled to

the CB Show yesterday and were unfort
unately very disappointed with the whole
day.

The two page advertisement in your mag
azine was very misleading in a number of
ways.

The display of actual rigs was very poor
with nothing new or enterprising. In fact the
biggest rig display was not even for CB on
27MHz but for amateur enthusiast on the 2
metre bands.

NO free sticker was available or C'len
offered.

NO free drink was available, in fact a large
sign over the bar stated that free drinks
were impracticable.

NO one asked where we were from'in
order toqualifyforthe prize of a rig based on
distance travelled. Admittedly many others
came further than us, most probably, but no
chance seemed to be given.

The free entry draw competition involved
throwing your filled in ticket counterfoil in a
small tin on the floor upon learning many of
these counterfoils were being knocked
everyone which probably makes rather a
mockery of that.

After anticipating an enlightening day we
were extremely dissapointed and felt the
journey to be rather a wasted one.

In fact we stopped in at a well known CB
shop on our way home and saw a much
greater variety of most CB goodies.

Let's hope if another national show is
attempted the organisation and displays
are improved.

R.C. WINDOW

Dear Sirs,
I have been instructed by our members to

write a formal complaint to you, as the
organisers of the 10-4 Day Exhibition, at
Heathrow Hotel.

There were various complaints from our
party, the main ones being: firstly the lack of
space, the venue was far too small. Secondly
people who took the trouble 10 come in their
own cars (for one reason or another), were
charged £2.00 for parking! Thirdly, and in
particular, the fact that people were prom
ised a free drink with admission, (alcoholic
of course) which they did not get. As that
was one of the inclusions of the £1.00
admission charge, people feel that they
were cheated.

I might add that these complaints were
heard, amongst others, from people as they
wondered around the exhibition, so our
members are not alone in their feelings.

We felt it best to put these comments in
writing to you, so as not to endanger the
success of any further ventures of this kind
that you may arrange. After all, people very
often feel 'once bitten - twice shY' about
these things, don't you think?

This letter is on behalf of the thirty three or
so members of of our club who attended,
and anyone else who felt the same way, but
had not bothered to tell you.

Please forgive our candour, but then Ihese
things are best in the open.

SECRETARY N.C.B.C. (M.K.) U.BA

continued over ...
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CHELSEA CB
CENTRE

73-77 BRITANNIA ROAD FULHAM LONDON SW6
OPEN 7.45 TILL 4.30
MONDAY TO FRIDAY
MAIL ORDER AVAILABLE

WE DO NOT SELL
NOR CAN WE SUPPLY
RIGS 'UNTIL LEGAL'

SPECIALISTS IN ALL
CB ACCESSORIES

A WIDE SELECTION OF:-
AERIALS, MOBILE & BASE, POWER SUPPLIES,

PRE-AMPS, BURNERS & SO ON.

AVANTI SKINNY STICKS NOW IN STOCK* SPECIAL OFFER £9.50 *
ALL AVANTI NOW ON CLEARANCE PRICES

* SPECIAL OFFER *
HARADA MANUAL RETRACTABLES WITH

SPLITTER BOX £16

* COMING SOON *
DIRECT FROM THE U.S. ofA "THE FABULOUS VSB 1
UNIT" a voice compressor and signal expander, 'has to be

heard to be believed' (easily installed in any rig).
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DISCOUNTS GIVEN
TO CLUB MEMBERS
WITH CLUB CARDS

01-731 0027
ASK FOR STEVE OR TONY

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

CHELSEA CB CENTRE
UKDEALERS

Ackrington-Geartccks Ltd., 30-32 Bemleigh Road, Ackrington, Lancs.
0254 392 366

Bamstaple-Barnstaple CB Centre, 4 Barum Arcade, Beer Street,
Bamsraple. 027178911
Chcssington-Chessington CB Centre, Oakcrust Road, Chcssington,
Surrey. 391-0088
Cwmbrain-Cwmbrain CB Centre, I,D Newton Wynd, Fainvater,
Cwmbrain, Gwent, Wales. 06333 5683
Gillingham-Tellywise Ltd. 17 Canterbury Street, Gillingham, Kent.

0634 52670
Glasgow-Brian A Pearson Ltd, 66 Moncur Street, Glasgow, Scotland.

041 552 4348
Leatherhead-Reproprint Leisure, 7a Gravel Hill, Leatherhead, Surrey

5377850
London-CliffDavies Cars, Goldhawk Road, London W4. 7412817
Stanley-Perth & Fife CB Centre, Perth Road Garage, Stanley,
Perthshire. 073882291
New, just opened - Horley CB Centre. 02934 74 997
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Readers Write
Dear Sir,

Re: National 10·4 Day
Well I sincerely hope that after the shambles

of the weekend you have your excuses
ready and they had better be good. Did you
seriously think that you could rip us off in
this way without some form of retribution?
You are very lucky I chose to write, I could
have sent the linch mob!

We arrived (90 members of K.B.C. after
travelling 70 miles) at the so-called exhibi
tion at 12 noon on Sunday and as ticket
holders did not expect to have to queue
outside the hotel and then be herded inside,
like cattle to the slaughter. Whilst on the
subject of tickets, Iwould like you to explain
why we paid 65p each in advance for our
tickets to find that people were only paying
SOp on the door - in my estimations that
means we are due a refund of £13.50.

As I previously stated the crowds outside
the hotel (and might I add under the circum
stances, very well behaved crowds) were
bad enough but inside the building the lack
of organisation was appalling - to the point
of being downright dangerous!

*No prize for the CB'er who had travelled
the most miles.

*No beauty contest.
*No free CB sticker.
*No free drink, alcoholic of course.
I think there was supposed to be a free

raffle but it was so badly organised no one
knew where to leave their ticket stubs and
as for a drink, you could not even buy one
because the bars had closed.

After we had jostled our way through the
crowds we were often disappointed to find
that the stands were for trade only, so not
only was there very little to see, there was
even less to buy. I thought this was supposed
to be a CBshow forCB users-howon earth
you could claim this to be the "1981 CB
Show" I will never know. So be warned, as a
professionally run CB club we will not tole
rate this sort of treatment. If we are promised
a National CB Exhibition with free drinks,
free stickers, stands and side stalls display
ing CB equipment, that is exactly what we
expect to find.

10.10.
PINSTRIPE (K.B.C.) Chairman

Perhaps you ara a/lttlo ovarenthusaistic with the word
NO. There was a raffle, stickers and a distance prize, but
yes, we did blowout on the other items, sorry.

EO

Dear Sir,
Reference your big 10-4 Day!
I am writing this letter in the hope that you

will publish it in your next CB magi If you
dare!

The only Big 10-4 I would say was for
Stoke Mandeville Hospital - and I know all
the breakers will agree with me. The rest
was a Big 10-1 yes 10-1 the lot! I am well
known by thousands of breakers all overthe
country and I thought it was disgusting the
way you conned the breakers. I really rate
CB Mag, but not your 10-4, or so called 10-4!

The last day (12.4.81) was a real let down
for many of the breakers as some didn't
even get into the Big 10-4. Alii can say is
they didn't miss anything - they were prob
ably better off for not getting in.

As you once said, you are the mouth of the
breakers. Well you certainly owe the breakers
some sort of explanation or at the very least
an apology. You must have made a packet
from the 10-1 days. How many did go? Or
are you afraid to publish that?
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The safety officer al the Heathrow Hotel
should never have allowed so many breakers
in such a small place.

I, and many good buddies, do not mind
how much we pay but we do object to being
'taken'. Let's hope if you decide to organise
one again you will learn from your 10-1
days.

It was very nice that the press and organ
isers were able 10 obtain food and drink 
but it would have been even better if the
breakers, some of whom Iraveiled 400 miles
and more, could have enjoyed these little
pleasures too!

You will have 10 be good lowriggle out of
this one! I am sending a copy of this letterlo
all the clubs I go to and I would like 10 invite
any breaker 10 wrile to me care of the
address at the top of this letter and let me
know what they think of your BIG 10-1
LET DOWN I

A.M. HANDLE THE ROAD WRECKER
20, BROM LEY, KENT

73's 88's TO ALL BREAKERS
This leller is being sent by Recorded

Delivery 14.4.81.

Well we did print your lotter! Actually I personally
agree, who needs to wriggle out of it, just read our own
write up.

P.S. They raised over £1,500 for Stoke Mandeville.
EO

Dear Ed,
I am a professional ambulance man

and an enthusiastic breaker. In my job I
have been called to road traffic accidents
where the call for assistance has come
as a 10-33 from a breaker. The RTA's
have been on the super slab and there
has been some confusion as to the loca
tion of the incident so I would like to give
breakers some information which I hope
they will find useful when giving locations:
1) Give name of motorway
2) Give carriageway, north, south, east

or west
3) Give junction and which side of junc

tion it is
4) If possible give the emergency tele

phone no. and letter even though
you are not using the telephone. This
way you will help locate the RTA.

Example: M 1 Northbound, south of
junction 5.

WINDSOR RACE COURSE
JUNE 6th - 7th

Also when asking for the Smokey for a
damage only RTA (no injuries) please
make sure that the people involved in the
accident really want them!

10-10, Breaker Break.
BAND AID

Day trip to Heathrow

Didn'l we have a lovely lime
The day we went 10 Heathrow
We came a long way,
to see 10-4 Day
But when we gol there
we were turned away.

From all over the land,
The Citizens Band 
Breakers came to London,
They travelled for hours,
In coaches and cars,
- a handful of breakers
came from Mars!

We were all oul of luck
The place was futl up,
- so much for organisation!
The airport was jammed
With citizens band
"So we all went home".

ASHFORD (Kent) BREAKERS

Dear CB Radio,
In reply to Mr. C. Doherty's letter in

issue no. 11 I agree, it was not asensible
thing I said or proposed to do.

I have now joined a club, I am on the
committee, and have helped to get the
club off the ground. We have now closed
our membership and we are doing very
well. I have also had a meeting with a
local newspaper representative and soon
afterwards a large item was printed with
all the pro's and con's of CB. This is the
way, I think, it should be done, here's to
sensible CB.

MASTER BLASTER

Come and eyeball the best
selection of cars in the South
East of England.
From Vans to Vintage, Auction
to Autojumble, a real week
ends entertaiment, including
CB Radio Magazinesponsor
ship in the Vintage Car Rally.
Localed on the A308 Maidenhead/
Windsor Road, theshowground has
ample car and HGV parking.
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MULTI-BAND

plus a K-40 Aerial & P.A. System
Yes, you could win this fabulous 480 band Concorde
CB radio, plus a K·40 aerial and P.A. system, all for 1Op.

All you have to do is decide which of the listed features on the right
make a good rig, and place them in the order you consider most
important. For example, if you decided that feature 'A' was the most
imporant, then you should put 'A' in column 1 of the box below. Do this
for all ten features. Each line will cost you 10p., and should you
complete ten lines then you get the last one free.

Then in not more than 15 words, write why you would like to win this
Concorde.

All entries to be sent to: D G Aids Company,
11 Bradman Gardens, Arnold, Nottingham.

Please make all cheques and postal orders payable to:
o G AIds Company. Closing dale 31s1 July, 1981.

A Good Aerial
B Good Modulation
C Built-in Burner
D Good Sound Reproduction
E Small Size
F Good P.A. System
G Multi-Band Access
H Built-in S.w.R. Meter
I Power Mike
J Ease of Operation

------------------------
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1st line 10DI

2nd line 20D.

3rd line 30p
4th line 40p

5th line 50p
6th line 60p

7th line 70p

8th line 80p

9th line 90p

10th line £1

Free line

Name (Block capitals)

Address

I would like to win the Concorde because.

No correspondence will be entered into, and the judges decision is final.
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News
Review
A look at what is said about CD in the Press.

Considering the amount of publicity
just recently concerning the use, and
problems connected with, the operation
of CB radio in this country, I am surprised
to find that the majority of local papers up
and down the cQuntryfind it necessary to
bombard the public with "Rubber Ducky"
and somewhat "Wishy washy' feature
articles on the pro's and con's of CB
Radio. Over the past few months I have
given such articles a small amount of
coverage in "News Review" but I think
that now legalisation of one form or
another is inevitable, more time should
be devoted to the genuinely serious
coverage of CB activities and complaints
of one kind or another.

Charity events and Emergency situa
tions do however at the moment dominate
the headlines, which is good news in
itself, and the number of complaints is on
the decline probably helped on the way
by our article on Dealing with Interference
Problems. Keep up the good work.

CPD

Yorkshire Evening Post
"Hams Offer a hand to
CB'ers"

Outlawed CB operators were given a
message of goodwill by licenced radio
hams.

"We wish you ruck - but keep off our
bands", was the message from the chair
man of the oldest existing radio society
in Leeds, Tony Kelser of the White Rose
Radio Society.

At the meeting at the Moontown Rugby
Club he said "We have no axe to grind
with the CB'ers. I would wish them luck
and even offer them help, but when it
comes to interfering witr. our bands, that's
a different matter".

"So long as they stick to FM it will be
fine, but once they start using AM and
high power they can cause chaos, with
interference on T.V. and audio equip·
ment",

Hayes & Harlington Gazette
"Success for the biking
breaker"

Malcolm Lawrence from Keith Road,
Hayes, raised £235 for charity by cycling
to Cardiff. Malcolm, who is a CB enthus
iastwas backed by the Hillingdon Citizen
Band Club, and the money raised by the
sponsored cycle ride was donated to the
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Hillingdon Association of Voluntary Ser
vices, who will be using the money to
help maintain their coach service for the
disabled, elderly, and handicapped. Hill·
ingdon CB Club are also selling badges
in aid of the International Year of the
Disabled.

Grimsby Evening Telegraph
"Customs Swoop on New
CB Shop"

Customs officials in Grimsby have taken
possession of CB sets worth more than
£2,000 which they believe to have been
brought into the country illegally.

The equipment was taken from the
Lincolnshire & Humberside CB centre
on its first day of business as a result of
investigations by Post Office and Customs
Officials. Mr. Green, of Oxcombe Close,
Grimsby, one of the proprietors said that
he had taken delivery of the sets which
he believed to have come from Korea,
and that he had made no attempts to
hide them. "It would appear that some or
all have been imported illegally, in which
case we will lose them", he said.

A spokesman for the Customs office
confirmed that the sets had been "de
tained because they appeared to be un
licensed", and that "no charges had been
made", A Home Office spokesman pointed
out that all CB radio sets coming into the
country had to have a licence, and such
licenses are rare which means that sets
in this country are normally suspect.

The investigation continues.

•
••
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Wokingham Times
'CB Radio Enthusiasts
in Fire Drama'

When a car parked in Owlsmoor Road.
Wokingham, burst into flames during the
night the police and fire brigade were on
the scene in seconds due to the fast
action taken by "Pluto". one of the local
breakers who were parked only yards
away from the car when it caught alight.
"Pluto" alias Chris from the Crowthorne
area immediately put out a 10-33 which
was received by another local breaker
"Wrangler" who then dialled 999.

The police arrived within two minutes
closely followed by the fire brigade who
took about 15 minutes to extinguish the
blaze, "It could have been a nasty fire",
said Chris. "If the ground had been drier
it could have spread to the nearby houses".
A spokesman forthe Thames Valley Police
said "It is very creditable that they called
the emergency services, but instead of
using CB equipment they could have
driven to a phone box, Whilst we like to
say thankyou for calling us so quickly, it
is something that we hope everyone
would do".

Shropshire Star
"Fair Days Work for
Gareth"

I'm sure that most CB clubs up and
down the country have heard of the
appeal to send two year old Gareth Payne,
from Kidderminster to America for a vital
liver transplant operation necessary to
save his life. The appeal was started last
November, and since then several clubs
have offered their assistance to raise
money.

This particular clipping covers the action
taken by the "Telford Citizens Band Club"
on Saturday 9th March. Club members
were out and about in Telford, with collec
tion boxes and were greatly assisted by
local traders, and to put the icing on the
cake, Gareth himself made a personal
appearance to increase the cash flow.
Later in the day, a visit to a fun fair at
Madeley, was arranged for Gareth who
was allowed as many free rides as he
wanted.

Judging by the number of articles I
have received about the appeal I would
not be surprised if the target figure of
£40,000 necessary for the operation has
nearly been reached. Never the less,
keep up the good work.
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Northern Echo
"Decoy Sinks Rubber
Ducks"

It would seem that dressing up as
customs men and conning apparently
gullible breakers out of their rigs, is this
years most fashionable crime. The two
particularly nasty specimens mentioned
in this clipping have acquired, by devious
means no doubt, official customs uni·
forms and a sticker with the official Port
cullis insignia used on customs office
vehicles.

The diabolical duo have been operating
in most of the seaside towns in North
Yorkshire with the aid of false identity
cards. Their ploy is to tell the breakers
that their rigs are being confiscated in
order to carry out special modifications
and needless to say not returning them.
Police are warning breakers in the area
to beware of these men, who operate
from a white mini, and are expected to be
working their way up the coast towards
Cleve.land.

Peterborough Evening
Telegraph
"Police back down on
CB"

"Cambridgeshire Police have not de
clared all out War on CB radio enthusiasts
despite warnings of stepped up action
against the pirates", announced chief
inspector Chris Thorburn after a previous
announcement by Chief constable Victor
Gilbert earlier in the month, warning of a
massive clamp down on users of the
illegal sets.

Mr. Thorburn revealed that it was not
the average CB user that they were after
but those that are using power boosted
sets that are causing a danger to life. "It
was not the police intention to launch a
blitz on CB users operating a simple 4
watt set although they are transmitting
on an illegal frequency", he added, "their
boosted signals can, and have, blocked
vital police, fire brigade, and ambulance
transmissions in Cambridgeshireandwe
cannot tolerate this", he continued. He
also pointed out that Post Office detector
vans are being used to track down the
boosted sets anQ that anyone convicted
could face public condemnation, prose
cutiqn, severe penalties, and forfeiture
of equipment.

Stafford Newsletter
"Anger after blitz on CB
operators"

CB operators in the Stafford area are
withdrawing their services, with regard
to emergency monitoring. Their action,
or lack of it, comes after a clamp down on
CB by the local police. Members of
Stone's CB Club claim that 50 rigs have
been confiscated from cars and lorries
as a result of spot checks in Stafford. As a
result the breakers have taken out their
rigs and the airwaves are silent this week.

"We have helped the police in many
ways recently at accidents, and informing
other drivers of road delays. We have
even raised money for charity", said
Cooter, member of the Stafford Stone
and Potteries CB Clubs. "Now the police
have lost hundreds of extra pairs of eyes,
we will give no assistance until this per
secution stops".

The Customs and Excise office in London
confirmed that CB sets had been confis
cated but could not say how many. A
spokesman for the county police said
the same.

CB users conned by
gangs
Morning Telegraph
(Sheffield)

It seems that because of the legal situa
tion regarding CB Radio in this country,
Breakers are being caught left right and
centre by con men, thieves and thugs.
This is only one of many news articles
concerning this type of dirty deed I have
received over the past couple of months.
It would seem that a gang of con menare
posing as Home Office detectives, who
with the aid of forged documents are
confiscating rigs and re~selling them at
ridiculously low prices.

The gang tune into the breakers to find
out where they meet and turn up with
their official looking letter of authority
giving them permission to confiscate the
equipment.

It is a point worth mentioning, that
Home Office officials are normally accom
panied by Police Officers when such a
situation arises, and also a Post Office
engineer is present to confirm that the
equipment works on an illegal frequency.
It is also worth mentioning that it is not
always a good idea to broadcast the
venue for your local club meet on channel!
Perhaps, with a little luck this type offoul
play will stop in the autumn when legali
sation comes through on FM?

Halifax Courier
"Tuning in to aid
Disabled"

About 20 members of the "Band Town"
breakers set off from Bradford Road Brig
house, Halifax, on a sponsored wheel
chair push to Leeds. The event, which
was in aid of the International Yearofthe
Disabled, was escorted by police for part
of the way, The pushers, some of them in
fancy dress costumes, were also assisted
by a mini-bus and a car with a P.A.
system. This is only one of at least ten
other similar bed pushes to Leeds.

Eastern Daily Press
"Breakers in Long Haul
for Charity"

Members of the Norfolk Breakers Club
towed a 3Y2 ton lorry thirty five miles from
Norwich to Lowestoft to raise money for
charity. Over 300 men and women turned
out to help haul the truck through Acle,
and Yarmouth before heading along the
A12 to the finishing point at the entrance
to Lowestoft's South Pier.

The haul, arranged by Huggy Bear,
better known as Bob Edwards from Nor
wich, was sponsored by several local
companies, who also supplied refresh
ments and transport back to Norwich.
The event is expected to raise £4,OOOfor
the local Spastics Association.

Tuning
in to aid
disabled
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Club Spot
Dukesville Breakers
Association

Dukesvitle Breakers have been formed
for about six months and our number is
fast approaching 300.

We held a very successful demonstra·
tion in Dukesville just before Christmas
with about 700 supporters turning out.
We have since had a Treasure Hunt and
Film Show. We have also held a Charity
Dance and raised over £200 towards a
local paper's appeal for a Kidney Machine,
with another of these planned for the
near future. Lots of other activities are
also in the pipeline.

The Club's Eyeballs every Wednesday
at the Dukeries Night Spot and all Good
Buddies are welcome.

Petticoat
(Sec.) D.B.A.

B.A.B. (Breaker Alley
Breakers)

Breaker Alley runs from the 13 Sisters,
(viaduct at Loudoun Hill) to the Horsehores
(a roadside Smiddy) on the A71 Edinburgh
to Kilmarnock route, taking in 3 towns,
Terylene Town, (Darvel) Volcanoville,
(Newmilns) and Ghost Town (Gals ton).

We take no fees, have no committee
and make no rules other than members
must reside in Breaker Alley and be a
registered member in our Mother club
K19 Club, Kilmarnock.

We eyeball in the S.A.L.T. (Standalane
Tavern) Ghost Town, most nights and
meet officially every first and third Mon
day, to discuss the legal and technical
problems etc. of using CB and appoint a
'Rep' to speak at K19 club nights. We
break on 19 and monitor 19 approxi
mately 20 hrs. a day.

We want to see CB working correctly,
so be it a Mini Skateboard or a Super
Swede 18 Wheeler if you need a 10.13 a
10.36 or even a radio check give us a
shout.

All the high numbers to you and yours,
bye bye we gone.

The Wheelin Dealer (Volcanville)

The Goytre & District
Breakers Club

The Goytre & District Breakers Club
was formed a few months ago and has
about 60 members but we are growing
every week. At th moment we meet each
Thursday except the last Thursday of the
month, at a pub central to the area we
cover but we are on the lookout for a
larger meeting place, Anyone wanting
details just call on 14 for any local breakers.

Secretary Lady Magpie
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L.B.B.C. (Leighton
Buzzard Breakers Club)

The L.B.B,C, was formed in early Novem
ber 1980. We used to hold our meetings
at the Red Lion Den, Hockliffe but have
recently moved to the Bossard Hall,
Leighton Buzzard, because we outgrew
our previous venue. We have over 200
members and hold a raffle every week.

If you would like to visit us, we open at
8 o'clock Thursday nights. The drinks are
very reasonable and we will be holding
regular Disco's.

Just break on 14 for directions, new
breakers always welcome, hope to see
you soon.

All the golden numbers.
Sue Ellen (Secretary)

Hope Valley Breakers
Club

We are a newly formed club in the
Hope Valley area of Derbyshire. Since
our first meeting on the 10th March we
have already doubled in members,

Breakers come to our eyeballs from as
many as a dozen different home twenties.
Besides the social side we are going to
arrange some events 10 raise money for
a local charity. New breakers arewelcome
and breakers from other clubs are wet
come to pay us a visit.

We hold our eyeball every fortnight on
a Tuesday because we change our venues
contact our club sec.

All at the H.V.B.

Broadland Breakers
Club

We formed the B.B.C. (Broad land
Breakers Club) three months ago, we
now have 68 members. We meet the first
Sunday in the month at the White Swan
Stallom, everyone is welcome but all we
ask is come clean and green. 10-10 till
we meet again.

Road Runner (PR Man)
Chairman - Nightrider,

V.Chairman - Blacksmith
Treasurer - Magic Lady

Secretary - Maid Marion

Road Runners Club
Every Tuesday night we have a social

at Winstons in the high street, Exeter.
breaker from any other club are more
than welcome, just ask for the playboy.
We also have a monthly meeting at the
Countess Weir Lodge, Topsham Road,
Exeter, to which I may add is for members
only.

By the way our membership now stands
at 458 and still -growing, We are also

interested in getting in touch with other
clubs in the West Country.

Bye Bye We Gone.

Gwent Breakers
We meet at Highground 3 Bar(Baileys

Night Club Catsash Newport) on Thurs
day, Friday and Saturday. On Thursday
and Friday the club is open until 12.00 or
if by popular demand, we can stay open
until 2.00 o'clock am. Every Saturday
night we have a Yogi Bear Disco until
2.00 am.

We have many club functions such as
treasure hunts, convoys to skating rinks
and zoo's, fancy dress nights and man
mountains (which is the Welsh way of
playing hide and seek). We have a very
good sideband section who will help and
advise any newcomers to DX'ing, We
certainly believe in having bundles of
fun, Fees for joining - £5,00 per year
including his against Buzby or £2 per
year ordinary social membership.

Blackwirig.

Calling all DX'ers
May we, on behalf of the Big Ben DX

aSL Club U.K., introduce you toEnglands
second International a.s.L. Swap Club.
The Club was started up back in December
of last year. After receiving a.s.L.'s from
all over the world we decided it was just
as good to start up Big Ben. The reason
behind the name is it relates to England
and the clpck is known throughout the
world as part of London.

We send a good club package, includ
ing rubber stamp and wall certificate 1.0.
card and unit no, a.s,L. from other mem
bers etc, etc.

At the time of writing we have a member
ship of 76 and members are scattered in
America, New Zealand, Australia and all
over Europe and of course in our own
U.K.1f you would like to join contact us at
"Big Ben DX Q.S.L. Club, 14a Bridge
Street, Godalming, Surrey, Or telephone
Godalming 20734.

73's and 55's. Q.R.T. on the side.
The Duke (C.36) and Duchess

The 10/20 Breakers Club
We are a newly formed club in the

Kilmarnock area. We meet every second
Tuesday evening in the Harlford Working
Men's Club in Hurlford. We intend to do
everything in our power to have CB legal
ised, and to prove to the authorities that
CB is helpful and useful to the commun
ity,

We break on channel 14. In our area
please be kind enough to stay clear of
channel 2 "Hospit.al Paging System".

10-10 for now, all the high numbers,
Big Daddy (Chairman)
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ca J'i\f\S ~r ER
CITIZENS BAND EQUIPMENT SPECIALISTS

THE NORTH &MIDLANDS MAIN DISTRIBUTOR
CB RADIO ACCESSORIES HUNDREDS OF
BASE & MOBILE ANTENNAS, BURNERS, SWR, PRE-AMPS,
POWER SUPPLIES, SPLlTTERS, T. V. I., P.A.'s, ETC. ETC. ETC.

IMPORT-EXPORT WHOLESALE & RETAIL OIST.
ESTABLISHED OVER 40 YEARS, FRIENDL Y SERVICE AND FREE ADVICE.
SEND £1.50 inc. P&P FOR COMPLETE ILLUSTRATED CB MASTER CATALOGUE.
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS SUPPLIED
DRIVER & P.A. TRANSISTORS, AUDIO I.e••, CHIPS, ETC.

REPAIR & SERVICE FACILITIES TO ALL MAKES OF RIGS. .-

smITHsonsIFWgT::sJlTD. ::i
unOXETER ROAD LONGTON STOKE-ON-TRENT Tel: (07821 315123/4/5 &311215

CB MASTER DEPT. Ex 19
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Happy Birthday
The hardworking and devoted
staff at CB Radio would just
like to say Congratulations on
the birthday of the magazine,
and keep up the good work.

Telford CB Enthusiasts
start new charity drive

Following the recently completed cam·
paign to raise Funds for PC Phillip Olds,
the members of the club have voted to
support a fund raising drive to help young
Gareth Payne.

Gareth, aged only 20 months, is in
need of a liver transplant, an operation
only possible in the U.S.A. The target islo
be £5,000 from this club and any funds
over that amount will be donated to a
trust fund for children in need of major
surgery.

A special entertainments committee
has been formed dedicated to organising
events of fund raising nature. Challenges
will be forthcoming to other CB clubs to
join in competitive events and the hope
is that the appeal will become a nationally
supported campaign through the ever
growing network of CB clubs.

At one of our club meetings, over two
hundred members voted to support the
campaign - any help from local traders
will be appreciated. Special lapel badges
are being prod\Jced for sale and will be
sold throughout Telford by supporters of
the appeal.

Details of events - all of which will be
most enjoyable to both participants and
spectators alike - will be passed to the
media as they are arranged.

Further information from the Club PR
Officer: 'STETSON'. Telephone Telford
603474.

Thanks S.Wales
Having taken my rig on a recent trip to

South Wales, I put a few copies out in
Cardiff. As there were few people I knew
there socially, Jhad a good eyeball, which
resulted in a great night out in good
company and the offer of accommodation.
Could I, through the pages of your mag
offer my sincere thanks to the breaker(s)
concerned for their hospitality. Roll on
C.B.

10·10 see you again.
PICASSO (Royal Town)

Freebee CB
D.Day Convoy

On June 6th 1981 there will be a
convoy from NewQuay, Cornwall to London.

The convoy will be leaving NewQuay at
7am, travelling through Plymouth and
Exeter and down the M4 into London,
arriving at Hyde Park for a rally at 2.30pm.

The breakers involved in the convoy
are campaigning for 27MHz AM. Details
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of the convoy can be obtained 24 hoursa
day by ringing 0726-822084.

Operation Super Star
My friend has a Super Star 120 which

is now with his surgeon as he had a short
on his power supply, which has blown
the TA7222 audio output Le.

His problem is he cannot get this part.
Could anyone let me know if there is a
supplier in this country he can get the
part from. If not can you give an address
of a Super Star maker. We have been
told there is a supplier in the U.S.A.

M. NICKLlN

Charity Rig Push
The West Wales Breakers CJub hope

to push a large rig (CB type) from West
Wales to Scotland and would like to hear
from clubs that would be willing to help
us in this venture. Proceeds from this
push will go for buying FM rigs fordisabled
people in this the Year of the Disabled.

Please contact the DIPSTICK on
03486-474.

Birthday Thanks
In this, our First Birthday issue, we

would like to thank everyone for the co
operation and help that we have had in
the past year. Thanks in particular to
Stephens Press, Middlesex Print Finishers
SM distribution, all our advertisers and
most of all our readers.

'Armed and extremely
dangerous'

7.30pm on a Thursday in March, a
hurried 10-33 came over channel 14. An
armed man was en-route to the Maid
stone Army Barracks in search of Squaddies
and he didn't want to buy them a drink. A
description at the man and his car was
given with an assurance that the police
had asked for assistance in apprehending
him. The local breakers, being law abiding
citizens all jumped in to help. DO NOT
APPROACH was the warning, spot and
report. The area around the Barracks
and town centre saw more breakers than
it had ever seen before and soon reports
were flying in thick and fast on channel
16, these were monitored by a breaker in
cOClstant contact with the local police
station. At 8pm a report came in that he
had left his car and was on foot. Immed·
iately the breakers covering the pubs
used by the SQuaddies moved along the

route where he was seen. During the
periods that no reports were coming in
the description was broadcast: 5'5" tall,
blondish hair, wearing a leather jacket
and Levis, carrying a blanket wrapped
shotgun. He is on foot heading from
Mote Park to the army barracks. DO NOT
APPRAOCH. Then came another report,
the balance of the mans mind was on the
brink, it was believed he was only after
one particular SQuaddie but we could
not be sure. Any breaker spotting a
SQuaddie was to get him off the streets
fast.

At 10.30pm your correspondent was
reminded that the local boys brigade
was just turning out in distinctive uni·
forms, not SQuaddies admittedly, but were
they safe? Many of them had to pass the
barracks to get home. We were faced
with 3 options. 1) Leave them and hope
for the best. 2) Let them know what was
happening and possibly cause undue
alarm. 3) Send a few cars to follow them
home. The latter was what we did and
about half a dozen cars went out. These
were not breakers, just public spirited
citizens from my areSl, who were told not
to alarm the boys, just keep an eye open
and if the man was spotted to pick them
up and take them home. This passed off
with no incident and it was back on
channel 16. Things had Quietened down
and everything we knew was collated 1)
his description. 2) his intentions: to kill a
squaddie. 3) The fact that (lue to the
balance of his mind he was very dan
gerous. 4) He was armed.

At midnight r just could not carry on, I
had been up since dawn so off to bed I
went. The next day I made a few phone
calls to gather information. The police
told me that he had been caught and
would be appearing before the magistrates
at 4pm and that was all they could say.
Next I phoned the army. "Sorry sir, official
secrets, etc. can't tell you anything. Try
the police". That was me stumped, here I
was stuck in Smokey Town and just half
an hour to the court case. Aha, myoid
grey cells started off again and I phoned
the court. At 4.35pm Friday, March 20th,
a Mr. Walker was charged lIndersection
15 of the offence against the persons
act, with intent to murder.

Although I could not get the information
officially, I am informed that "The Citizens
Band Radio enthusiasts played a large
part in the apprehension of M r. Walker".
The result of the case will be included in
a later edition of this magazine, as soon
as I have the official ruling.

So next time you hear of anybody
condemning the breakers, just let it be
known we have saved another life.

DAVE BURNS
(Area reporter for Maidstone, Kent)
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SPRE D~~~DHANDLE As rinledingo1d
100PERSONAL CARD ieencard (slale
tetters on black.re~~~~ six words pluS

preference). Ma d telephone number.
e address an

"am I Fillllnscoupon :
(BLOCK LETTERS PlEASEI and send with I

yOUrChe(f.Je/P.Q tor £5.2510: Jotvl Deltler lld, I
A ton House. Lancaster Road. Hinddey. Leic$.lElOIOO

______Name _

FOR SALE
C.B. retail accessory company with potential for wholesale
business.
Although the company has been running tor a little over 9
months it operates from a main high street shop of 800
sq.ft. It also has another smaller outlet within another main
town. No expense has been spared in the formation of this
company or in the decor of its premises including the
furnishing of executive offices.
It is a business with tremendous potential and a company
that is well known in C.B. circles.

Sale would be forgoodwill, assets at cost and would entail
taking over present staff.

Any interest telephone C.B. Magazine direct on 01·561
3335.

SOUND
AROUND
CAR RADIO AND STEREOS

SUPPLIED. FITIED AND REPAIRED

01-5755030

SOUND AROUND FOR
ALL YOU REQUIRE IN CB

OR IN CAR ENTERTAINMENT

CB ACCESSORIES
SOUND AROUND

114 RUISLlP ROAD
GREENFORD J
MIDDLESEXL _

CB's WANTED BY 5B's
YES ... A new wholesale CB and Accessories Warehouse
opening shortly needs stock.

CASH WAITING

Write at fi rst to:
SB Services
Communication Dept
Unit 4
Lyndon Rd
Stechford, Birmingham
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The Law
and You

The Customs and Excise Management Act 1979.

CB RADIO MAGAZINE FACT FILE
Help olhers by supplying solICitors Wllh the Informahon they need to lighl a CB related case. I! you were laken
to courl let us know where, when, charges. and lhe result.

2. If when so required by any such
officer, constable or member the person
in charge of any such vehicle or vessel
refuses to stop or to permit the vehicle or
vessel to be searched, he shall be liable
on summary conviction to a penalty of
£100.

Simply the only question to be answered
is 'reasonable grounds'. It a CB trans
ceiver is mounted in a vehicle does a
constable have reasonable grounds to
assume it is contraband and subject to
(a), (b) or (c).

Power to search
premises
1. Without prejudice to any other power
conferred by the Customs and Excise
Acts 1979 but subject to subsection (2)
below where there are reasonable grounds
to suspect that anything liable to for
feiture under the Customs and Excise
Acts is kept or concealed in any building
or place, any officer having a writ of
assistance may:-
a) enter that building or place at any
time, whether by day or night on any day,
and search for, seize, and detain or re
move any such thing; and
b) so far as is reasonably necessary for
the purpose of such entry, search, seizure,
detention or removal, break open any
door, window or container and force and
remove any other impediment or obstruc
tion.

2. No officer shall excise the power of

entry conferred on him by subsection (1)
above by night unless he is accompanied
by a constable.

3. Without prejudice to subsection (1)
above or to any other power conferred by
the Customs and Excise Acts 1979, if a
justice of the peace is satisfied by infor
mation upon oath given by an officer that
there are reasonable grounds to suspect
that anything liable to forteiture under
the Customs and Excise Acts is kept or
concealed in any building or place, he
may by warrant under his hand given on
any day authorise that officer or any
other person named in the warrant to
enter and search any building or place so
named.

4. An officer or person named in a
warrant under subsection (3) above shall
thereupon have the like powers in relation
to the building or place named in the
warrant, subject to the like conditions as
to entry by night, as if he were an officer
having a writ of assistance and acting
upon reasonable grounds of suspicion.

The important wording is "any officer
having a writ of assistance may" section
(1) last line. Without such a writ (possessed
by all active Customs Officers ofan officers
grade) or a search warrant if a constable
previously applied for and granted by a
justice of the peace (section 3). Then
access or admission to search premises
can be refused.

Once more this 'writ of assistance'must
have been granted on "reasonable gfOunds
to suspect".

. Dale

........ Area.

Court •...

Delldls 01 fines etc.

Name ...

Chalges .

Result.

Represented by .

For some time row in this spot we have
dealt with the Acts and the actual workings
as can and indeed is often applied to CB
offences. For a few the last two issues
will have been heavy going and an ex·
ample of why the law is not easy to follow
when related to citizens band.

This month we must deal with the
major and most powerful Act that can
relate 10 our subject. Major and most
powerful because the Customs and Ex
cise are exactly that.

Simplifying any Act or part of Law can
be exceptionally misleading, therefore
we will relate the relevant sections and
summarize briefly the ganeral intent of
the section.

a) chargeable with any duty which has
not been paid or secured; or

b) in the course of being unlawfully re
moved from or to any place; or

c) otherwise liable to forfeiture under
the Customs and Excise Acts, any officer
or constable or member of Her Majesty's
armed forces or coastguard may stop
and search that vehicle or vessel.

Assistance to be
rendered by police

It shall be the duty of every constable
and every member of Her Majesty's armed
forces or coastguard to assist in the
enforcement of the law relating to any
assigned matter.

Basically assigned matter is anything
enclosed withifl the C & E Management
Act, the term constable means any mem
bers of the service holding the office of a
constable, not just a police constable.

Power to search vehicles
or vessels
1. Without prejudice to any other power
conferred by the Customs and Excise
Acts 1979, where there are reasonable
grounds to suspect that any vehicle or
vessel is or may be carrying goods which
are:-
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EST
1979

U.K. AGENTS AND DISTRIBUTORS FOR:-

EST
1979

'FirestiK'
ANTENNAS

IGcl
ELECTRONICS

103, HIGH ST., FOR 24 HR ANSWER SERVICE
SHEPPERTON, RING TELEDATA ON 01-2000200

MIDDLESEX, TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
TW179BL.
(JUST SOUTH OF HEATHROWI Tel: Walton·on·Thames (09322148145

RETAILING CB
ACCESSORIES?

CONNEXIONS IS NO"W
YOUR NO.I "WHOLESALER
We ha~ the stock.
All major brands in large quantities.

We make the deals.
Most competitive prices in the U.K.

We guarantee the service.
Immediate delivery, no waiting.

And we have the experience, and
the time, to help you make the
right decisions.

Come and see us any day of the
week,orphone:Li~~ek

Green (062-882) 4338/9.

ConnelldoDS,
8 Furrow Way, Cannon Lane, Maidenhead, Berks. Telex 8813271 GECOM5-G.
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CB Radio
Project Four
A 50 Ohm Dummy Load

by F.e. Judd.
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FIg. 2:,
CA) General ossembly of Iood unit within the case. (D)
LocoMon of UHF Input socket, (C) Tlnplole chossls for
reslsrors common (earth) connectton. (See text)
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FIg, 1: The clrcult of the SO ohm dummy load.

This takes into account the conductivity
of the LED (Rx) and the resistance net
work R10 and R11 associated with it.
Using the given values of all the resist
ances R1 to R9 and a total value of R11
plus Rx of 48,8 ohms, the answer to the
equation is the load RO = 50.15 ohms. In
practice ordinary carbon resistors have a
plus/minus tolerance on actual value so
the working value of the load will be
within about plus or minus 1% of the
nominal 50 ohms i.e., within about half
an ohm.

The Dummy Load Circuit
The circuit given in fig. 1 provides a

purely resistive toad of nominally 50 ohms
and has a built in LED indicator to show
when power is present in the load. It will
handle 20 watts more or less contin
uously or up to 100 watts intermittently
i.e., for periods of a fpw seconds which is
long enough to take 8" meter reading.

The formula for verifying the total nom
inal resIstance of the circuit in fig.1 is
shown:-

A dummy load could be regarded as an
'artificial antenna' and indeed this is what
such devices were once known as. The
circuitry of dummy loads are normally
purely resistive so they can be designed
to represent equivalent impedances of
virtually any required value. The most
common impedance at present in use for
transmitters, cables and antennas forCS
radio is 50 ohms. Real antennas do not
have a purely resistive property, if they
did we would never have to be concerned
about VSWR. The electrical circuitry of
an antenna is a combination of inductive
and capacitance reactance plus a certain
amount of pure resistance the whole
adding up to what we commonly call
impedance. If these various elements
assume a final impedance different to
that required e,g., to match a 50 ohm
transmission line, then the antenna is
said to be mismatched and a higher than
normally acceptable VSWR will be indi
cated. However, there are other reasons
for false indications of VSWR most of
which have been dealt with in previous
articles (see March issue for instance).
One cause for high VSWR would be a
broken cable connection and another is
water present in a cable. Poor radiation
from an antenna can be due to inferior or
very old co-axial cable. The method for
checking such possibilities with the aid
of a dummy load was also dealt with in
March issue of CB Radio. There are
numerous other uses for a dummy load,
one being able to check the function of a
transmitter without radiating and causing
unnecessary interference to others, An
accurate check on the power output
from a transmitter can only be carried out
with a dummy load having a resistance
exactly equal to the output impedance of
the transmitter, as will be explained later.
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R5

(See also Fig. 2 A and Cl

Fig. :l:
End view of resistor plote os Fig- 2(, The round
wood dowel Is to Qulst In keeping resistors In Q

circle.

Construction
The load unit itself is made up largely

of eight 470 ohm 2 Watt rated carbon
resistors all in parallel, the assembly
arrangement being shown in fig. 2A. As
all the resistors in the circuit are connected
at one end to the common (earth) connect
ion from the input socket they are mounted
on a small chassis made of thin tinpJate,
details of which are given in fig. 2C. This
has a short piece of wood (round dowel)
to keep the resistors in a circle as will be
seen from the 'end on' view in fig. 3.

I

T I
20mm

LEob·mm1

I

LID OF BOX I

1
Ag. 4: Location of LEO In the case lid.

The LED indicator is mounted in the lid
of the box as shown in fig. 4. It does not
matter which way round the leads to it
are connected. but one must go to the
common (earth) connection and one to
the junction between R10 and R11. All
the other free ends of the resistors R1 to
R9 and the remaining end of R10 are
joined together as shown in fig. 2A and
connected to the socket line or inner
terminal. Make sure that all these connec-
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FIg. 5: Connection for checking our dummy lood.

tions are well soldered. Dry joins or no
soldered connection on any one wire will
render the unit useless.

Check out and Uses
Connect the output from the trans

ceiver (no linear amplifier in use or even
connected) to the dummy load via a
VSWR meter as in fig. 5 with power level
set for reference as usual. The VSWR
should be 1 to 1 and not more than 1.1 to
1. The lowest power level at which the
LEO will glow is 2 watts. At power up to
10 watts it will glow brighter, but above
~ 0 watts will simply maintain an even
brightness. The finished prototype as
shown in the photo was checked with a
laboratory grade Bird Thru-Line power
meter and gave a virtual 1 to 1 VSWR at
the nominal rating of 20wattsovera total
frequency range of 3MHz to 150MHz.

Components
Case Aluminium 100 x 60 x 50mm

Bi-Pak type BA5 Cat No. 163.
Socket Chassis mounting UHFtoaccept

standard PL259 plug. RS Com
ponents type 455-905.

LED Any standard type (Red) such
as RS Components type 586
475

Resistors
R1 to R8 470 ohms 2 watt carbon type.
R9 1000 ohms % or 1 watt carbon

type.
R10 470 ohms Y2 or 1 watt carbon

type.
R11 22K ohms Y2 or 1 watt carbon

type.
Sundries as mentioned in diagrams and
text.
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ERNOW AUDIO + SOUND
THE LEADING

WEST COUNTRY WHOLESALE AND
RETAn. CB SPECIALISTS

Large stocks of full range of
accessories always available.

Watch out for our special
monthly offers in local press.

81 MINA RD, ST. WERBURGHS, BRISTOL 2.
Phone (0272) 541254

FREE DELIVERY SERVICE IN S. WALES AND WEST.

TEL: 041·8813824
FOR IMMEDIATE DESPATCH

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
OPEN 2-8pm Weekdays

1Oam- 6pm Saturday

JUST IN FROM USA - Compacllinear amplifier,
switchable 70 and 150 watt, AM or SSB, with pre·amp
and 13.8v power supply. Measures only 4W'x2W'x6"
£120.00 ine. VAT + P+P.

ALSO limited quantity 75 watt AM/SSB linear
amplifiers. £68.50 joc VAT + P+P.

PLEASE make cheques or postal orders pay
able to "THE BREAKERS YARD" and allow 14
days delivery. Trade enquiries welcome.

WHOLESALE ACCESSORIES

CB ACCESSORY CENTRE

Croft Street.
Leckhampton,
Cheltenham. Glos.

I. Tuning contl"9l
2. On/off switch,

volume control
3. Squelch control
4. Band selector
5. Telescopic antenna
6. Earphone jack
7. DC adaptor jack

Telescopic Antenna
AM 540-1600 Khz
FM 88- 108 MHz
AIR 110- 130 MHz
CB 1- 40 Channels

MULTIBAND
MONITOR C.B.

RECEIVER
AT

SPECIAL OFFER
PRICE

£16.50 inc COD
from
S. M.

ELECTRONICS

Antenna:
Frequency

Range:
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RECHARGEABLE
BATTERIES

AND CHARGERS
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

817817 CLg- ..o
xasalPPIW
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WE TURN PRICES
UPSIDE DOWN!

Full range available. Pencell, HP7 (AA size)90p. HPII{C size) £2.90.
HP2 (D size) £3.80. 9 \,,,11 PP3 £5.30. Many more and chargers.
S.A.E. for full lists.

EXAMPLE High powe< (0.5 Ab) <echmgeable pencell (AA
size) system and charger. Super power performance.* Negligible volts drop on load* Over 500 dUly cycles* Cannot overcharge (our

charger)* Rechorge overnight* COJUlot leak* Rwming cost 0.1 p per
recharge

t Mains charger shown. Single flying lead output with press-studs.
Automatic voltage adjustment for any number of cells between 4
and 12 inclusive. Press studs match holders. 4, 6, 8 and 12 cell
holders shown. Charger £7.13.4 holder 58p. 6 holder 58p. 8 holder
£1.47. 12 holder £2.93. Pencells OOp each. All prices include VAT.
S.A.E for full lists. Send S.A.E. +£1.45 for booklet, "Nickel Domium
Power".

MAIL ORDER (Add 10% Po,! & Package) to' Dpl. C.B.•

SANDWELL PLANT LTD, 2 Union Drive. Boldme<e,
Sulton Coldfield, West Midlands. B73 5TE. Tel: 021 354 9764.

3tlOLAJ 118
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•CBC

CBC

•

•CBC•CBC•CBe•
CB CENTRE
CBe•

HAVE MOVED THEIR RETAIL & WHOLESALE TO NEW & LARGER PREMISES

III ,~ ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT. MAIL ORDER AVAILABLE
~, 'iIl.'Il"iln'\ .~ FOR FREE CATALOGUE SEND A S.A.E.

: HELP & ADVICE GIVEN ON ESTABLISHING NEW CB OUTLETS
WHOLESALE ENQUIRIES 01-680 4503

CBC • CBC • CBe • CBC • CBe

CBC•C
B
C

•
C 20c SELSDON ROAD. SOUTH CROYDON. SURREY
B COMMUNICATION .-.

C ANTENNAS;;; 01·680 4503 r~~TEL"

• • JWE BUY DIRECT FROM ABROAD & CUT OUT THE MIDDLE MEN ~
C SOLE IMPORTER AND PASS THE SAVINGS ON TO YOU DIRECT IMPORTER
BC K27 Disguised Mobile Antenna 8.46 K40, Speech Processor Mike 28.99

K27D Disguised CB/FM/AM/LW Ant. 15.99 579 Silver Rod Base Antenna 18.70
• DV27 Mobile Antenna from Sirte1 5.88 MGP27 Whisky Indoor/Loft Antenna18.95

DV27 Mobile Antenna from HMP 8.46 380 Antenna Sp1itter Box 4.75C T27 Roof Mount Ant.from Sirte1 7.26 M501 Power Supply 3/5 amp 11.95
B T27S De-Luxe Roof Mount Antenna 12.26 M489 CB Slide Mount 3.46C DX27 Disguised Mobile Antenna 8.46 M483 CB Extension Speaker 4.54

K40 Mobile Antenna 500 watt 28.99 SWR5 SWR Single Meter 6.99•
C
B
C

•
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Rig
Test
Cobra 148 GTL (Dynascan Corp.)

ThiS is the first of a new series of test
reports prepared especiafly for us by
Herb Friedman of New York. It is not,
unlike other reviews, copied either straight
from the manufacturers specifications or
direct from an American publication. This
will become obvious when we publish an
article by Herb on the equipment he uses
and how the tests are carried out.

The Cobra 148 GTL is a 40-channel
AM/8SB transceiver for mobile and base
operation, and operates off a power source
of 12-13.8 VDC or 120 VAC. The DC
power source can have a negative or
positive ground (earth) since there is no
direct connection between the trans
ceiver cabinet and the power supply.

Overall dimensions measure 2.4"H x
7.9"W x 9.25"D. Weight is 5 pounds.
Standard accessories include a pJug·in

Test Results

Receiver:
Input sensitivity for 1O-dB 5+N/N .........•.•...•..•..........•..•. _ 0.5 uV
Worse-case adjacent channel rejection ........•...•........•... . _.. 69 dB
AGC range for 80 dB input range. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 16 dB
SSB opposite sideband rejection _.....•....................... 40+ dB
Input level for 59 meter indication .........•...••..•.•............... 15 uV
S-unit value... .. ....•. Relative (non-calibrated)

Transmitter:
AM RF output/50 ohms __ .• __ _ 3.8 walls
SSB RF output/50 ohms. . _ _ _ __ •.• _ 12 walls PEP
Modulation capable of 85% ...................•...•........•....•.............. Yes
Relative sensitivity for 85% modulation off to -45 dB
Modulation limited to 100% Yes

(Note: Test results from signals synthesized to be the equivalent of those common to
actual CB operations).
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Switchable ANL And Noise Blanking Tone Control Receive And Transmit Indicator

SI RF/SWR Meter PA Capability Dimmer Switch PA And External Speaker Outputs

- ~ "I .,"..=~ HO"H'I' cO,~;; ANL •
OFF ...

YOl. .~ so

DynaMike Plus Gain Control RF Gain S/RF/CAlISWR Control

•

Voice Lock

•(
VolumelSquelch Control SWR Control Mode Selector

SPECIFICATIONS

GENERAL
FCC: All transmitter and receiver specifications required by

the FeC have been met or exceeded.
Dimensions: 2-3/8" (H) x 7-7/8" (W) x 9-114" (D)

60MM (H) x 200MM (W) x 234,7MM (D)
Weight: 5 Ibs.
Power Source: ± 13.8VDC
Frequency Range: 26.965 MHz to 27.405 MHz
Semiconductors: 42 Transistors, 3 FET, 51 Diodes, 6 ICs,

2 LEDS
Crystals: 4
Microphone: 600 ohms, Dynamic Type
Speaker: 8 ohms, 3W
Antenna Connector: SO 239

TRANSMITTER
Frequency Tolerance: 130 Hz
Power Output: 4 Watts AM -12 Watts PEP, SSB
Carrier Suppression: -55dB SSB
Unwanted Sideband Suppression: -50dB SSB
Modulation Frequency Response: 300 Hz to 3000 Hz
Output Protection: Output transistors protected against mis

match 20.1

RECEIVER
Sensitivity: AM: 0.5uV - SSB 0.25uV
Selectivity: 2.1 KHz at 6dB - 4,0 KHz at 60dB
IF Frequencies: AM 7.8 MHz, 455 KHz, SSB 7.8 MHz
AGC: Less than 1GdB change in audio output from 5uV to

50,000uV
Adjacent Channel Rejection: 70dB
Audio Output Power: 4 Watts
RF Gain Control: 40dB
Image Rejection: 75d B
IF Rejection: 455 KHz = 100dB - 7,8 MHz = 85dB
Voice Lock Range: ± 1.5 KHz

PA
Outpui Power: 4 Watts
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Channel Selector

PIT (push-to-talk) microphone, DC power
cable, AC power cord, and a detachable
mobile mounting. The mobile mount is
the familiar U-bracket for under~dash

transceiver installation. Each end of the
bracket is secured by two thumb-lock
screws. The lead-or-front-screw fits a
small vertical cut-out in the bracket that
permits a moderate degree of up-down
tilt for ease of control operation.

Across the bottom of the front panel
are controls for: DYNAMIKE (microphone
gain from off to maximum sensitivity);
concentric VOLUME/SQUELCH; con
centrit..: RF GAItJ/CVJn r.1[TCR CAll·
BRATE; METER FUNCTION (S/RF, SWR
CAL, SWR): USB/AM/LSB operating mode
selection; and VOICE LOCK, which is a
± 1 kHz fine tuning control. At the far
right is a larger control used for CHANNEL
SELECTION,

Across the top of the front panel from
left to right are: a combination meter that
indicates signal strength in "S-units"
when receiving (S-meter); relative RF
output when transmitting; or antenna
system SWR. Next is a selector switch for
either the noise limiter or the limiter fn
conjunction with an RF NOISE BLANKER;
then the selector switch for CB or PA
operation; a low/high TON ECONTROL;
a bright/dim selector for panel illumina
tion; a red (transmit)/green (receiver)
RX/TX indicator lamp; and finally- at the
extreme right - an LED channel indicator,

The rear apron has a standard UH F
coaxial antenna connector and jacks for
external and PA (public address) speakers.
The transceivers internal speaker is on
the bottom, facing downwards; the most
common location.

CB
RADIO

NEXT MONTH
THE RIG REVIEW WILL COVER THE
COBRA 66 GTL, A COMPACT, ONE
HAND OPERATED UNIT,
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IDEAL FOR

88B

PERFORMANCE
24" - 25 WATT RATED

48" -1 00 WATT RATED
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INTRODUCING
EnTEAPA~SE lr
with the revolutionary new
DIALaMATCH!
The most versatile CB antenna to date!

With the Enterprise Antennas, Valor delivers the utmost in efficiency and versatility in CB
antennas, thanks to the exclusive DIA-A-MATCH (Pat Pending) COIL. NO CUTTING REQUIRED
DIAL-A-MATCH permits antenna mounting in any configuration. The antenna can be tuned with
a simple twistofthetuning collar, which changes the coil inductance to precisely accommodate
the antenna to a particular mounting arrangement. NOW YOU CAN ACTUALLY SHORTEN THE
ANTENNA. In cases where clearance is a problem, you can shorten the Enterprise 11 up to 12
FULL INCHES and re-tune with the collar to the same low SWR. NO RUST OR CORROSION. All

metal parts are high quality 17-7 Ph stainless steel or triple chrome plated brass
for long trouble free life. The DIAL-A-l\,iATCH coil provides 5fs wave efficiency

using space age core material wound with heavy 14 AWG solid copper
wire. Then it's DOUBLE SEALED to

maintain peak performance
u.nder the most adverse

atmospheric conditions.

1.5:1 SWR OR LESS
OVER 120 CHANNELS

Also available in kit form.
Ask for the Hatchback or

Surface mount kit.

Distributed by: Breaker 1-9,4 The Arcade, Hitchin, Herts
Telephone: Hitchin 57826 or Radlett 6678
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The ONLYcompany
to OFFER
you

NO SWR PROBLEM
Each antenna is factory pictured and tested
to be in the 1.3:1 to 1.7:1 Band.
NO FERRULE PROBLEM
Every base is staked on and cannot fall off.

NO UNNECESSARY
BREAKAGES
Only the best quality fibre glass is used for
maximum flexibility.

THE WIDEST RANGE IN FIBRE GLASS
6 TYPES OF ANTENNA IN 6 DIFFERENT COLOURS IN MANY LENGTHS

Available from moot good CB shops.
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CB Radio Magazine lifts the lid off their UK Rigs.

CB Radio June 81

The first UK CB Rigs?
On the subject of front covers this was the

heading that appeared beneath the wording
"Britains Leading CB Monthly" on the May
issue of Citizens Band. Stamped

across it was "Exclusive"!
Turning to the appro
priate page entitled

"Rig Review Exclu
clusive"l read with
interest, their intro
"Another exclu
sive for Citizens
Band. We have
managed tr.
obtain samples
of the very
first pre- •
production
prototype
CB trans
ceivers

'RIg Review Excluslvel'
me double page spreod snowing

"somples of the very flrst pre-produetlon
prototype CD transceivers speclflca lIy desIgned for

the UK morke('. Re-produced here wIthout permIssion
from me May 1981 Issue of 'Citizens Bond' so !ho, you, our

readers. may compore mese "First British Rigs?" with remarkably
similar PIT mark approved transceivers, available now In me
Netherlands.

of going monthly to keep you up to date,
noted their comments on being copied by
rivals and thought yes we've had that,
(actually I am surprised Richard Vincent of
Firestik Antennas hasn't sued "CB News",
but that's another story). By now I was
beginning to suspect that the worst poss
ible dilemma had struck, Breaker must
have started going to press before the
announcement. Being a publisher I sym
pathised as I read "Here we are, February
19, and no such announcement has been
made". We are still certain that it will be.
We are slill sure it will be 27MHz. We are
sure that we will need to be monthly in
order to cope with the situation
when it happens". Oh welt
someyouwinsomeyou
lose, we have been
luCky so far or
at least

EXClUSIVEI

Compare
rwo of rhe
rhree rigs on me
spread wirh rhose
opposire.
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This article is going to be out of keeping
with our normal sit back and say nothing
about the competition attitude. Perhaps I
am closer to the subject than is truly good
for me, I eat. drink, talk, work and live CB.
This magazine was started to bring you the
facts or at least awell founded interpretation
of the subject, it was not contrived to make
vast fortunes or cash in on the latest craze.
On the contrary the initials CB meant little
or nothing to the public when we started.

For these reasons my blood boils when I
see the enthusiast misinformed or fed pure
fiction. Many at this point could accuse usaf
jealousy and expect us to knock ourcompe
tition in order to gain financially. Not so, tor
as the first and original magazinewe are the
most copied and as it happens, the best
selling.

But I digress, one example of a typical
blood boiler was "Breaker" issue 4. Em
blazoned on the front cover beneath the
wording "The Citizens Band Radio Maga
zine" was the Question "27 FM legal 
dream come true? - or nightmare?"
Naturally I expected to read
the introduction and be
enlightened. Iwaded
through the
waffle

Citizens

•



The Skyline SM 2010 pictured
above was reviewed In a full eight pages
of 'Dreek Dreek' bacfo; In their March 61 Issue.
Could if be me some transceiver quoted by Clrlzens 0000
os hspecifically designed for me UK marke('.

The Skyline
SM 2010

compare this
wim the Dlnotone

Power Dose 5.

Delow: the mree rigs as mey appeared on
me frOnt cover of Clrtzens Dand May 81

Issue. Hove you spotted me
difference. any difference.
Were mey exclusive Drftish
re-production prototype's
or Dutch whh stickers? Why
not osk Clrixens Dond?
01-4371002.

Photo below: Re~praduced from "Dreok Oreok". The
official organ of the Netherlands Communlcotion

federarlon. With ourmonks and grorirude

J

Above left: A Sentor Skyline SM-2006,
once more P1l opproved and
availoble now. It looks
remarkably like me top
D1natone pictured
below right.

•

(P.P,S, look out for the 'Grandstand'
rigs, we will tell you the truth next month!)

"Binatone
Power Base 5" or

'Senfor Skyline SM-201 0'
Once more spot the difference? There

isn't one, unless you consider photograph
ically, the Power Base 5's HI-LO Tone con
trol has been covered by the microphone
lead, on the front cover photo, but rest
assured it's there.

CB Radio Contest!
Everyone's into contests at the moment,

so how about identifying the third rig as
photographed by Citizens Band. Labelled
as the Longranger, could it be an SM-2009,
oops sorry, cancel that competition, who
wanted a night out with the editor anyway.
P.S. Sorry Rick, noih'j'ng' personai:' .

CB Radio Magazine wishes it to be noted
that 'Citizens Band' were not informed of
our intention to print this article, butthat
we would like to thank them for making it
possible. Their article is in no way to be
misintepreted as totally false, as I am
sure Binatone has every intention of
marketing these sets adapted for our
British specification (possibly available
around September 21 st?). The point of
our article is merely to prevent vast
amounts of the public saving fora rig they
believe to be specifically designed for
the UK market, which is how 'Citizens
Band' portrayed the 'First UK CB Rigs',

"Binatone Route 66" or
'SenforSkyline SM-2008"

What's the difference? Only the name.
Compare the photographs
for yourself.

specifically designed for the UK market.
Rick Mavburv reports.
Now that's what I call a startling and darn
right fantastic statement. I read on and
found myinvitation"Now, unless somebody
tells me diHerent the three rigs pictured on
this page, and on our front cover, are the
very FIRST pre-production prototype CB
transceivers designed for the UK market".

CB Radio Mag tells you
different.

No Rick they're not as you say "specifically
designed for the UK market". They are at
present PIT approved 'marc' transceivers
as used in Holland. No big deal. No scoop.
No exclusive! All they are is 27MHz FM
transceivers that could be, and indeed if
pOssible no doubt wilt be, adapted to suit
the British market if the specification allows.
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Parliamentary
Review
The 27MHz specification announced in the House in reply to a written question.

For the majority of MP's Citizens Band remains a
topical and interesting subject, the announcement of
specifications on April the 28th in an answer to a written
question by MrWallthe conservation MPfor Halenprice.
As can be seen Mr Wall along with other MP's had
continually been asking the same questions.

There was a delay in the official release in Pariiament
of the specifications because the House went into a ten
day recess rising, April the 16th and resuming April the
27th. This was the Maunday Thursday recess which will
be followed by two Bank holidays in May.

Due to the quantity of recess days there will obviously
be a siight delay in seeing ,how reaction to the new
frequencies affects questions in the House.

CPD

A standard reply
Mr. Campbell·Savours asked the Secretary of State

forthe Home Department whether he will make an early
announcement of specifications for citizens band radio
equipment.

Mr. Raison: We hope to make draft specifications
available very shortly.

Mr. Wall asked the Secretary of State for the Home
Department when he expects to be able to publish the
specification for citizens band radio sets on 27MHz FM
and 930 MHz.

Mr. Raison: We hope shortly to announce details of
the channels and power iimits which will be available
and open to consultations with industry on draft equip
ment specifications.

How much interference by 27AM
Mr. Freud asked the Secretary of State for the Home

MID CORNWALL
CB CENTRE

TRENANCE ROAD
ST. AUSTELL

PHONE: ST. AUSTELL
(0726) 5429
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Department how many complaints about interference
to essential services by citizens band radio, on 27MHz
AM he has received in each of the last 12 months for
which figures are available.

Mr. Raison: Such complaints are received by the
Post Office radio interference service which acts as our
agents in this matter. In the period from 1 September to
31 December 1980 it received 111 complaints of inter
ference to the radio communications of essential ser
vices from the illicit use of citizens band radio operating
in the 27MHz band. Since 1st January these statistics
have been collected on a monthly basis and the equiv
alent figures for January and February are 16 and 31
respectively.

The Draft Specification is released
Mr. Wall asked the Secretary of State for the Home

Department whether he has yet decided on the precise
frequency sub-bands for the legaiised citizen band
service.

Mr. Whitelaw: I have decided to locate the new
Citizen Band service in the frequency sub-band 27.6
28 MHz in order to minimise the risk of interference of
authorised users of 27 MHz band. Legalised 27 MHz FM
equipment will, like that of most i1iicit AM equipment at
present in use, operate on 40 channel at 10KHz
spacing with an effective radiated power iimit of 2 watts.
The impact of illicit citizens band on authorised radio
service will be kept under close review.

Discussions are taking place with manufacturing
industry on the technical specifications for approved
citizens band equipment.

MOBILE RADIO SERVICES
All Accessories Available

Antennas, SW. A. Meters, Slide Mounts,
Extension Speakers, etc. etc.
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CBers "20"
HIGH STREET SERVICE STATION, 314 HIGH STREET, ALDERSHOT

ALDERSHOT 23250

CB ACCESSORIES CUSTOM ACCESSORIES

MANUAL
RETRACTABLE
SUPPRESSION
KIT
SW.R. METERS
TWIN TRUCKER
POWER MIKES
DV 27
AND LOTS LOTS
MORE

5 '0' HORNS
MUSICAL

TRUMPETS
CAL CUSTOM
TRIMBRIGHT

JACK UP KITS
TRACTION BARS

100+ CHROME
WHEELS FROM

£19.50 + VAT

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME (0252) 23250

IMPORTERS

=tI1~..= WHOLESALE

SOUND • •
DISTRIBUTORS ,.~ RETAIL

A.B.C. OPEN CHANNEL SERVICES

AROUND DEPT. CB.5, 75 VICTORIA RD, WIDNES, CHESHIRE
WAS 7RA, ENGLAND

MOBILE ANTENNAE BASE ANTENNAE TURNERMtCROPHONE$

327HMP £10.95 AVANTI AVIOl £34.95 M +3 18.95

JV2' 4.85 AVANTI AV122 95.95 M +38 32.95

JV27 HMP 6.45 'f.VANTI AV140 125.95 M + 3F 26.95

CAR RADIO AND STEREOS )'127$ 51ATEl 7.20 AVANTI AVl60 18.95 M+3M 28.95

)V27X SIATEl 9.50 AVANTI AV' 70 57.95 JM + 2 22.95

SUPPLIED, FITTED AND REPAIRED )X21 HMP 8.25 AVANTI AV114 55.95 IJM + 2'1 22.95

DX27~ HMP 12.95 .pAL INDOOR MACHO 'SSK BASE 35.95

«27 HMP 8.45 BASE 26.95 EXP 500 45.95

K27D HMP 15.95 PAL OUTDOOR UFO SKIS 15.95

01-575 5030 r27SIRTEl 6.45 BASE 26.95 SK 53 8.95

r27E SIRTEL 6.50 ",0 28.95

rus 11.95 POWER SUPPLIES
FIRESTIK KW2 6.95 ACCESSORIES

2 AMP £10.95
F1RESTlK KW3 7.25 315 AMP 11.95 3303 POSITION PUSH
FlRESTlK KW4 8.35 5/7 AMP 22.95 BUTTON ANTENNA

SOUND AROUND FOR FIRESTIK KWS 12.95 7 AMP 29.95 SWITCH £5.95
FIRESTlK KW7 14.95 7f9AMP 35.95 300 100 WATT

ALL YOU REQ1JIRE IN CB "0 28.95 ANTENNA
~VANTI AV200 15.95 SWR METERS MATCHER 5.95

OR IN CAR ENTERTAINMENT
~VANTI AV241 17.95 380 CB·CAR RADIO
~VANTI AV241 M 17.95 SWR 1 £10.95 ANTENNA
~VANTI AV241T 18.95 SWR' 14.95 COUPLER 5.95
·WANT! AV242 8.95 SWR 5 TWIN 587 MAGNETIC MIKE

CB ACCESSORIES ~VANT! AV261 36.95 METER 17.95 HOLDER 0.45
A,VANTlAV261 M 42.95 SWR20 8.95 588 ADHESIVE MIKE
.lWANTI AV261T 42.95 SWR25 16.95 HOLDER 0.40
104 BASE LOADED SWR 75 19.95 500/1 1 METRE RG58V

SOUND AROUND
TRUNK MOUNT 12.95 SWR 78 28.95 FITTEDWlTH 2

105 BASE LOADED
TURNER MICROPHONES Pl259 PLUGS 1.95

114 RUISLIP ROAD
MAG MOUNT 12.95 500/66 METRES RG58v

108 GUTTER MOUNT +38 £39.95 FITIEDWlTH 2
SWIVEL BASE 8.95 M + 2 18.95 Pl259 PLUGS 3.95

GREENFORD
V.A.T. INCLUDED IN ALL PRICES

MIDDLESEX SEND S.A.E. FOR LATEST INFORMATION ON F.M. RIGS.
POST AND PACKING £1 ON GOODS UP TO £10, OVER £10 FREE.
CASH WITH ORDER ONLY.
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Speak
Out
The Andover 27 Club wont 40 channels 27 AM Now!

For those who missed this spot last month when Albie
Vickers answered the RSGB comment on CB we will
reiterate, Speak Out is for your organisation or club to air
its views, stress a point and hopefully gain a response.
Because CB is still a highly emotive subject we must
stress that as a Magazine the views expressed are not
our own. We do not necessarily agree nor disagree. We
will simply print your views unbiasedly regardless of
whether they are for or against Citizens Band Commun
ications or any of its facets.

JOH

Alarm at announcement
We were alarmed at the announcement by Mr. White

law, the Home Secretary, that despite all the represen
privately and' from commercial sources, that he still
intends providing a Citizens Band facility on frequencies
that are commercially, financially, and in the Worid
sense, isolationary to the supporters and users of that
facility in this Country.

Government Red Herring
Mr. Whitelaw and Mr. Timothy Raison, M.P., seem

determined to continue to be particularly obtuse as far
as the requirements of the community are concerned,
they both knew, as did the Radio Regulatory Depart
ment, that when we campaigned for 27 Mhz forC.B. we
were talking about 27 MHz AM, not another unusable
frequency on FM, plus that old red herring, 928 MHz.

We feel this choice of 27 FM is just another delaying
ploy by.the Home Office in collusion with the Old Guard,
supporters of Ham Radio, that exclusive, though now
probably in the minority, band of people who imagine
that being a Radio Operator is some sort of' class
symbol. We would remind the Home Secretary that
those two wavelengths, both AM and FM, have been,
and are still being used by the Aero Modelling fraternity
in this Country, they originally started out on AM, but
through the manufactuers of Radio Equipment in this
Country, and from abroad, FM was just added on, no
permission was sought or given by the Home Office, and
they have used both frequencies since that time with no
recriminations from the Home Office to this day.

Yet our request for that particular frequency, has met
with the most vicious persecution and we note from the
newspapers, who were noticeably reticent before the
so called official announcement, have now been mount
ing a campaign to attempt to show all the worst aspects
of C.B., by their usual practice of only telling hail the
story.

We also note that unlike the French Government's
announcement, no statement was made on Licence

80

Fees or the amount of Channels to be made available
we did, however, note that the Home Office do intend
imposing their own brand of censure on the equipment
to be used, this we assume will amount to another
massive increase in Civil Service employment, which in
the light of Public Service cut backs, would not be
popular with the Public in general. We would suggest
that if testing and certification is required, that the
American F.I.A. standards be accepted, and that the
established network of Radio and Television dealers
and Service Agents be used to give approval to the rigs
at present in use, and to administer some sort of
Government approved seal, or stamp a number on
registered rigs, or to issue same at the Post Office, after
all, even the so called illegal equipment has a number
stamped on it at Manufacture. We would also expect an
amnesty to be made available to all present users of
such equipment - continued persecution will serve no
purpose other than to increase the Governments un
popularity and in particular the Home Office, who i am
sure has quite enough 10 contend with at this time,
without the added aggravation of vast numbers of C.B.
supporters refusing to pay fines 'Iet afone having to be
accommodated in H.M. Prisons.

AM - The only acceptable option

Lastly, we wouid point out to all your readers the
existence of a letter sent out to all C.B. Clubs by our
friends in the CB.A., they have set out a plan of action
which is even now being implemented by every C.B.
Club in the Country, we also hope that the salient points
they raise will be taken to heart, especially the fact that
the T.G.W.U. is negotiating with the European C.B.
Federation for a 40 channel "AM" C.B. facility to be
made available to international truck drivers to enable
them to cross borders without having their rigs confis
cated; also that 55 out of 61 Countries use the AM set
up. This we stress again is the only frequency that will
meet all the reqUirements of the public in the U.K. The
equipment is available, it is cheap, easy to operate, and
it is CB, to say that the British Public is not to be trusted
with this facility because of the worst excessives of the
American System is to demean the citizens of this
Country, who are coming round to the whole concept of
CB in ever increasing numbers. The Government can
only do itself harm by continuing to frustrate the wishes
of the. people, so let's have an end to this controversy,
and give us what the Rest of the World already has aCB
facility on 27MHz AM, 40 Channels initially, £10.00
yearly licencing fee and see what a benefit it could be to
this Country sociaily.

Yours sincerely,
THE ANDOVER 27MHz AM CLUB
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Jbst,Write. or Phone lOday ror '!bur Free Cdour Brochllft: & Join
The XXXl's or Other Satislted Cuslomers Already Being Noticed
Please Tick Your Rtquirements.CIubO Tr.KIe(J Contract Prin.ing 0
Narne ._. .__._._._._._._._._._._.~.!!.B

Address.._._. ._._.__._. ._._·_·_.__._. .

T- ~L, ~_.-.---_.----.-.--- '"-(YU'ct 1<01-. _
OEEGEE T-SHIRTS LTD 1'~ Oil

FREEPOST, 27 YARMOUTH DAD, NORWtCH NR1 . c

•

INCREASE YOUR
'TALK POWER'

INCREASE YOUR 'TALK POWER' WITH
THE T & T ELECTRONICS 'PERSUADER'.

Accessories

CB.

SUPA

CB. CB. By removing power wasting peaks from the speech
waveform and unwanted frequencies the average
'talk power' can be increased by up to THIRTY TWO
times, Le. a ten watt transmitter using the 'PER
SUADER' will provide average 'talk power' equal to a
320 Watt transmitter with normal modulation.

SIMPLE TO USE, simply connect between yourmicro·
phone and transmitter and switch into circuit when
the going gets tough. When switched off the micro
phone connects direct to the transmitter. FULLY
AUTOMATIC in operation, only one control to set the
level which is indicated by two light emitting diodes.

Tel: (0562) Kidderminster 742461

SUPADUCK FORCB-CBACCESSORIES
p,e-amps, burners. SWR/Power Meters, electric,
disguised, firesticks, K40, crooksticks, stardusters,
skylabs, power mikes, powersupplies, ex!. speakers
and suppression gear. All the CB - CB GOODIES
IN STOCK.

Opening hours: Mon ~ Sat: 9.30- 7.30 p.m., Sun: 2·6 p.m.

Shop premises:

24, BASKERVILLE ROAD,
off UPTON ROAD,

KIDDERMINSTER, WOReS.
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SUITABLE FOR ALL STANDARD RIGS AND MICRO·
PHONES IN CURRENT USE.
Fully filtered to provide maximum 'talk power' in the
speech band of 300 to 3000 Hz.
Send 12p stamp for full details, or better still send
your cheque for the best value in 'talk power' around.

Size: H:65 x W:90 x D:160mm Price: £38.18

ALSO, British designed TV interference Filters, both
Low-pass and High-pass types. 14p stamp (NOT SAE)
for details.

Order with complete confidence (C.W.O. only please) from:

T.&T. ELECTRONICS
Green Hayes, Surlingham lane, Rockland St. Mary,

Norwich, NR14 7HH. Telephone 05088 632
PRICE INCLUSIVE OF VAT. 8. CARRIAGE.

Callers by appoinlmenl only
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ZL COMMUNICATIONS
Cantley, Nr. Norwich, Norfolk NR13 3RT. TEL: GT. YARMOUTH (0493) 700821

9·5.30 weekdays - callers only by appointment

I·,
.

.
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THE BIG JIM 27 *
CB BASE STATION
Antenna '"'"!H"!"!A"!"!LF!"!'-W'!"!"!A~V!!!'""E ~•* The BIG JIM 27 is oneol the first of the few British desIgned and made CB

radio antennas. This high efficiency FREE-SPACE omoi-directional vertical
base SI/lIIion antenna measures only 9 feel long and has bee., specially designed
10 professional standard for OX as well as extended local working ranges.

*.Air tests on 27MHz have produced 59 10·4 lwo-waycopy between Ihe UK
and the USA. Australia. South Africa. Italy and numerous olher cOnlinenlal
countries.* The BIG J[M 27 is fully protected for all weather conditions. Being Cl free
space antenna il has no radials whIch makes II unobtruSive and reduces wind
resistance.* A unique high efficiency integrated helical stub matchingsyslem ensures an
accurate 50 ohm match and low VSWR. An added feature is a built· in VSWR
adjuster.* Suitable for FM. AM or SSB. Max power input 80 watts peak.

* 5.=\E for further details.* Beware of imitations.

ANTENNA NOW COMPLETE WITH
MAST/WALL BRACKET AND 'U'
CLAMPS. [Ne VAT and POST

(n~T:~~) £55.09DE SUPPLIED

> the CB bookshop <
Prices include P & P

MODERN CB RADIO SERVICING. Recenlly published
and up to date. For the serviceman. £5.30

CB RADIO ANTENNAS. Everything about antennas for
base station and mobile operation £2.75

HOW TO SELECT & INSTALL CB ANTENNAS. Ex·
cellent book forthe beginner. Howto use and choose. £3.55

CB ACCESSORIES YOU CAN BUILD. Many DIY pro
jects for the home constructor. £3.50

UIG-D GUIDE TO CB RADIO. Still the most popular
book for Ihe beginner. £3.25

HOW TO MAKE WALKIE TALKIES. Circuits 10 build for
low power h<lndheld and portable work for CB and amateur
use. New edition from May 1st. £1.70

CB RADIO CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS. Mo," DIY
projects to make at home, £3.00

CB'ers HANDY MANUAL BASE STATIONS. How to
set up and operate home station rigs etc. £1.80

WE HAVE MORE BOOKS ON CB RADIO. SEND 20p
STAMPS (NOT SAE) FOR LISTS.

1.4 FOR ALL CB ENTHUSIASTS
IN THE CENTRAL LONDON 20

THE

CB STORE
IS OPEN

FREE TECHNICAL INFORMATION
CHEAP FULL RANGE OF ALL

CB EQUIPMENT
INCLUDING
DV27 £5.36

BASE CITY STAR £23.40
PL259 CONN £0.50
POWER MIKE £8.95

ON THE SPOT
W/END REPAIR SERVICE

THE

CB STORE
7 RIVER ST, EC1

Phone 01-278 2785

CASSETTE INCLUDES-
Introduction to CB- The most common IQ-Code5-
'f1(.lue,"'O,j t>oos', oet"qOO!'l • sell teSt
... <,n(,ll n'!>ICitf ot CB How 10 make your first Break-
~ of Rigs available Slell t>y !>lel) ....onQ 'N<J, ancl co<'e<:l ...i11

Controls and their cse Practical examples of the use ,2 ',t?~
Types of Antenna of IQ-Codes and ~ Of tillOf_--
The Microphone- CB Languaqe 'S@'
:.,..,,1 t(I<'H!!><Jft:.lnoNIfJ\lW" Good Buddies Code
Modulation--
,.n,oI·1 '\ IIM f\(JN 1<; 1TlO(l ... '.. le TRADE ENQUIRIES
Your choice of Handle WELCoME
Emergency Channel and Code nO!"" imporl

SMILE RECORDS. 59 UPPER CHORLTON ROAD. MANCHESTER 16.

I
Records &Tapes
Present •
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•• ITALY

~~ C.T.E.INTERNATIONALs.r.l
MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH QUALITY CB ACCESSORIES IN EUROPE FOR OVER 10YEARS

HAS ARRIVED IN BRITAIN

QUALITY AT THE RIGHT PRICE

Unit 3, Mitcham Industrial Estate,
85 Streatham Road, Mitcham, Surrey, CR4 2AP

TRADE ENQUIRIES 01-6400107/8
ALL OTHER ENQUIRIES 01-4500188/9

••
~~UK

Telex 945414 FORMAN
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RAYMAC DISPLAY for club stickers, posters, patch
badges, t-shirts, pvc aSL cards, pennants, pens, and
rubber slamps, telephone, call or write to Unit 24,
NatiOnal Works, Bath Road, HounSloW, Middlesex. 01
5708118.

Radio CuoJlne lalest magazine eo pence, latest
two magazines £1.1 0, three latest magazines £1.60 or
send annual subscriptiOn £3.00 to C.rollne M ove menl
BCM-BRFM, London, WC1.

Free' £5.00 worth of CB gifts' Special offer on this
months CB brochuresl Radios, antennas, microphones,
base stations etc. send 14p stamp to Falcon CB, 12
Newington Green Road, London, Nl.

SOUTH DEVON CB CENTRE. All accessories available.
MONTS TRANSPORT CAFE, L1verton. Telephone
Blcklngton 333,

CB Receiver Portable receives all 40 channels, plus 54
174 MHz, operates on4 HP7 batteries, also external D.C.
socket, volume and squelch control telescopic antenna,
earphone, £16.50 c.o.d. Included. Tel. 041881 3824
24hr answering service, trade enquiries welcome.

Personansed Black Pullovers: V-Neck Pullovers,
beautifully embroidered in gold, with your HANDLE or
CLUB NAME. Excellent value £8.50 incl. pap State size
+ cholceol name.Cheques/PO's; S.A. Taylor, RoyalOak.,
High Street, Newhall, Bunon-on-Trent, Stalls. (0283)
221873. Trade enquiries welcome.

HEAT SEALED CLUB CARDS
HAVE YOUR CLUB CARDS SEALED IN
TRANSPARENT PLASTIC, UNBREAK
ABLE, WATERPROOF, SMART & LONG
LASTING.

10p each (quantity discounl available)

~'
,-I

SEND YOUR
CLUB CARDS
& POSTAL
ORDERS. '•.
c/o THIS MAO,
10 DAYS DELIVERY

CB Acce..orle., Antennas, OV27, DX27, K27, T27,
M264, M6l0, Mag Mounts, Base Loaders, Centre Loaders
Electric Sliders, Manual Sllders, TVl, Splltters, Matchers,
SWR Liner Power Amps, Base Antenna, Power Supply
Converters, Monitors, PA Horns, Hump Mount, Extension
Speakers, Books &,Mags. C&K AUTO REPAIRS LTD.,
Pipe,.. aarage, Ashcolt, Nr. 8ridgewater. Phone:
Ashcott 210214,

Big 4 CB Log Book. Keep a complete record of all your
copies. Dates, Handles. '20's'. A.D's. Eyeballs. Rigs. etc.
plus '1 0' Code etc. Only £1.10p post free. L.C.R. Syslem
Controls, Lyneal, Shropshire.

Mobile CB Radio Filling Serv·ice. We come to your hOme
20 (South-East area only), or you come to us. Base/
Mobile Stations. 01-467 6334.

Romeo, Echo, Charlle, Oscar, Romeo, Della,
s.p.ration. Bravo. Oscar. Oscar. Kilo. Sierra. OX
RECORD BOOKS. Keep complete and accurate records
of all copies and co-ordinations. Includes:- Instructions,
International 0 Codes. World Map Blanks, Phonetic
Alphabet. Channels. Frequencies. Zip Codes. QSL 050
etc. Only£1.30 Postlree by return Irom L.C.R, Syslem
ControlS, Lyneal, Shropshire.

Send your country Ilag wlth your next a.s.L. card - 50
flags on stick-Irish Tri-colouror UnlonJack-£2.80 Inc. P
& P send cheques/P.O.'s to Wilcur Enterprises, 35,
Woodvlew, Pinecroft, Douglas, Cork, Ireland.

Make Big Money with the amazing CB Radio Related
Product! This new business can easily make you £1000
plus per month with this fantaslic money-making methods.
For more details send 25p and a 9 x 4 S.A.E. JM
Promotions, 53Jo.. Street, Invergordon, IV180AP.

COMPETITION, Anyone who can send us a full set of
eSl cards with the name, address, signed and dated In
the areas shown on the cards. We will return the full set
plus 50 Iree cards 01 your choice. Send S.A.E.lor list 01
countries also card distribution service. M & S Cooper
(Enterprises) lid., P.O. Box 5, Horsham, West Sussex.
RH123SX.

CB Receiver, 40 channel. Also receivers air/PB/WB and
TV/FM. Telescopic antenna, Squelch, DC power socket,
earphone, carrying strap. £ 14.95 Post Free. J.L.Gardner
123, Carrington lane, Sale, Cheshire.

Have your own handle embossed on a full grain leather
belt, and be the envy 01 other breakers. Send cheque or
PlO for only £4.75 + 50p P & P. Print your handle along
with waist size to: Oakham Home Products Ltd., 6,
Alexander Crescent, Oakham, Rulland. LE15 6LB.

FREE TRIAL, Cover54 matches on the summer football
pools. Simple, low cost plan. Send S.A.E. lor free trial
copy to: "Superlap" 10, Riviera Crescent, Staple Hill,
Bristol.

BADGES. "CB OPERATOR" METAL BROOCHES 53p
each incl. post. ask lor details of badges made to special
order. A.E.V.GOMM (CB) LTD., 16, FREDERICKSTREET
BIRMINGHAM B1 3HE.

Scarborough, Derwenl Radio. Thehobbyelectronics
shops lor CB accessories, amateur radio and computer
supplies, books, magazines and components. 5 Colum
bus Ravine. 0723-65996.

aSL CARDS5,OOO £38, "English International DXclub
recommended". HANDLE CARDS 1,~::;";'£7.20(S.A.E.

Samples). M. Hope, 89 Derwent St., Conselt DH8 8LT.

BREAKER BREAK Build your own CB rig (27 MHz, AM
transceiver) circuit diagram, parts list etc. All components
available in the U.K. Send £2.95 + large S.A.E. to
P.Sherwood, 8N Aylestone Walk, Manchester, M10 9NU
I'm down and on the side.

CB Mugs - with CB radio motil, over 30 lingo terms and
your own handle. Send £1.25 Inc. P.P. to: Modern
Electrics, 57, Church Road, Nuneaton, WarkS.

ANTI-T.V.I. HALF WAVE DIPOLE AERIALS. Com
plete installation £35. Antl-TVI publication, lists SAE &£ 1.
G2 DYM Aerials, Beerdown, Uplowmai'l, TIVERTON,
DEVON. Tel: 03966-215.

Importer requires agents throughout the UK for CB
Radios, manulactured to Government specilication on
27MHz FM. Kondor Communications Company, 26,
Gloucester Road, Avonmoulh. Bristol. 8S11 9UZ. Tel:
(0272) 628956 Telex: 4499683 KSSERV G (ReI 108)

Supplier 01 Club & Retail Products requires information
on all CB Shows& Exhibitions with aview to participating.
Ring Raymac 01-570 9118.

RULE BRITANNIA Send a Union Jack Flag with your
Q.S.L. card. 1\faR X 1~ on slick. 50 Flags - £2.50 Inc. P+P
send cheques /postal orders 10: Spotlight Promotions
Ltd. 42, High Street, Tunbridge Wells, Kent.

SIMPLY CB can turn you on. Full range 01 Base and
Mobile equipment always In stock. 37 Station Road,
Rlckmansworth. Herts. Tel. Rlckmansworth 70634. Open
9 - 7pm Monday-Saturday, 10 - 4pm Sundays.
Quality London Postcards 4" x 6" Ten assorted Tourist
SCenes only £9.00 per 100 Inc. P & P.lmmediate des
patch, send cheque/p.a. to S.C. O'Donnell, Keysoe
Lodge, Keysoe, Beds. (023-062-641) Ideal for OX'ers.

M .B.C.B. 35 Caltedown Road, Plymouth. Lowest j)(ices
on all equipment Including receivers. S.A.E. lor compre
hensive lists. Mall Order Only.

C.B. In Yateley. Large selection 01 accessories at
discount prices e.g. DV27 £5.50. Astro-Phantom £ 14.50
Incl. VAT. Phone or send S.A.E. J & G Patterns 19,
Moulsham Lane, Yateley, Surrey 872430.

SweallT-Shlrts personalised to your requirements.
Enquiries: St. Neots Spots (CB) 48a High Street, St.Neots
Cambs. Tel: 0480-215667.

CRYSTALS.largestockol27MHzand 35MHzcrystals
from £1.65 each (P&P 40p) Also P.S.U. 13.5v Irom
£29.00. T.leradlo, 325 Fore Street, London, N9 OPE.
Closed Thursday.

EYEBALL BADGE, Superpin-on badge with your handle
printed In gold.Approx 3~x~" P.V.C. Send cheque/PO for
65p. S.A.E. 10 THE NAME MACHINE, 5 Foregate, High
gate Park, Fulwood, Preston, Lancs. PR2 4LA.

Rig+ S.W.A. + OV27 only £75.50 IncP&PSWR20£'8:99
NFS 1000 £7.99 Inc. P&P CWO Mail order list (S.A.E.)
Peg.sus D.S.IDepl CBI7, Kennet Road, Haydock,
St, helens, M/side. Tel: St.HelenaI0744) 23105,

Into CB? Then you've golto have these two. Official CB
Handbook only£2.95, CB Digest BookOnly £2.95. Both
£5.70 from Success ICB) 142, Broadstone Way,
Bradford, Yorkshire,

Make someone
happy with a
CB

T Shirts in assorte
colours: Pink/Blue/
White!Yellow
Sizes: Small!
Medium/Large
£3.00 + 35p P&

Cheques/P,O.'s to:
Muldoons Picnic
The Garstons
Rosemary Lane
Stroat
Chepstow
,Gwent

Molor Budgel Centre. (DENMARK ASSOCIATES
LTD.llor all your CB. We have a complete range at·real
prices. Slarduster£25. Polecat £26. GP227 £25. Whiskey
£26. PL259's 60p. Powermikes Irom £9.50 PA Horns
S.W.R.'s Irom £9.45. New line every week direct from
U.SA Open 7 days a week at: No.1 Yatlenden Road,
Horley, Surrey. Tell028341 71404-5473.

STARTING A CB CLUB? Contact WINSTON PROMO
TIONS lor all your requirements. TEE SHIRTS, SWEAT
SHIRTS, CAR STICKERS, TRANSFERS, LAPEL BADGES,
eSl CARDS, CLUB KEY FOBS, MOULDED PLASTIC
BADGES TO YOUR HANDLE TEE SHIRTS, BADGES
ETC. Also equipment available shortly. "Tel: 01-405
OSU10/4127 Catalogue S.A.E 9, Hallon Place, london
EC1N 8RU.

Buy this stabilizer and run your rig from your charger only
£5.50 inc. P & P. 01-6608564 Evgs.

88 Waysto Improve yourCB Radio. Bookcontainssix
sections covering antennas, maintenance, interference
problems, repair work. accessories, operators aids etc.
etc. CAT No. 119 Prlce£2.75IncP&PlromZLCommun
Icatlons, Cantley, Nr, Norwich, NortolkNR13 3RT.
(Tel. 048·370 8211

THANK YOU BREAKERS
... for yoursupport at CB RADIO MAGAZINES "NATIONAL 10-4 DAY". Thank you for putting us in the lead as "THE UK's LEADING
IMPORTERS AND DISTRIBUTORS OF CB RADIO ACCESSORIES. We are pleased to inform you that you emptied our trucks and
proved to us that our poiicy of A WIDE RANGE AND LOW, LOW PRICES is correct. We would also like to thank "CB RADIO
MAGAZINE" for the tremendous effort their staff put on at "NATIONAL 10-4 DAY" - the best event on the calender this year. See
you all at the next venue.

THANK YOU FROM CUSTOM EQUIPE
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SUPPLIERS TO THE TRADE AT THE LOWEST UK PRICES
TRADE ENQUIRIES TO: OMTECH, 133 FOUNTAINBRIDGE, EDINBURGH

tU UUMwnllen (OIUIIIIII
~u u. nL UI·Uf.ltu

IlIAll- MAlt GUn

133 'OUIIAIMUIUl £DIUUI8N
En '" TU, 03HU·IUO

TUn mm OllntH i t~All( 3U"t1U

131 FOUNTAIIUIDi£ UIUUI&M
(U'Oll r(L O1HU 1U0

IUAll 'Am

DISTRIBUTORS OF TELCO
PRODUCTS. AVANTI. TURNER.

MIDLAND. HAM MASTER. GC
ELECTRONICS. ZETAGI. CTE.

BREMI. CB MASTER. HAM
INTERNATIONAL AND MANY

OTHERS.

RADIO
ACCESSORIES
0

,,,
MTECH

Cbn""
USTOM

EOUIPE

CtIIllIUlltIllOnl

80HE

THE CB
BIG
NAME IN

APPOINTED DISTRIBUTORS FOR
HMP. ANTENNA SPECIALISTS.
KHI. ALPINA. EURATRONIKA.
ALBRECHT EDGEWORTH
ELECTRONICS.

Dealers In;
Inyerness
Orkney
Shetland
Fr8serborOl,lgh
Peterhead
Old Meldrum
Aberdeen (3)
$tonehaven
Dundee (2)
Perth
Kitkaldy
Dumlermllne

~:~I~lIIam
ObBn
Edinburgh (2)
Glasgow
WIshaw
Carlucke
Eyemoulh
Lochgelly
Penlcuik

~i~na::~~r
lngleston
Berwick upon Tweed
Newcastle (3)
Durham
Egremont
Middlesbrough
Carlisle
Preston
Manchester
Sr.arborough
Darlinglon
Anglesey
Alnwlck
Leeds
Bournemouth
Winchester
Rlngwood
London
Northampton
Call1ngton
Wolslngnam
Liverpool
Bishop Aukland
Grimsby
Gateshead
Barrow in Furness
Bellast

~911U1
- - - -

:: ~ ~ = == ~ g § =~~

~ft"~p~m~
rs~~a= ~
OMTECH I.O.M. Ltd. + Ass.Co.s

(



REMIOO FOR QUALITY
AVAILABLE FROM ALL GOOD CB SHOPS
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